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eal Myster 3 Tour
Where can you eat a
hamburger at an hour
when McDonald's is still
serving their breakfast
menu? You can do this
and more at the annual
Magical Mystery Tour.
This year's tour, held on
Friday, September 15, was
a special one, especially
for Spectrum's new principal,
Wayne
van
Osterhout, who was a part
of the event for the first
time. We all left the school
in a showcase of dignified
transportation; no, not in
limousines, but in a caravan of fourteen yellow
school buses.
We arrived at the "mystery destination" for a
great day of food, hanging
out, music and some inter¬
esting talent, and the
MMT Olympics. Although Beaver Lake isn't
quite Sydney, Australia,
our Olympic competitors
were very successful in
events such as passing the
ball from neck to neck, the
s tring- through-theclothes-game, and of
course, the women's and
men's divisions of that old
Olympic favourite, the
Tug o' War. (Note to next
year's MMT planner; have
stretchers close by for the
Women's Staff team after
the Tug o' War.) All in all,
the day was a great event
to kick off the year, and
being dismissed 45 minutes early wasn't anything
to complain about, either.

Halloween Week included many Student
Leadership-produced
lunchtime activities such as
SpookyGrams, Karaoke,
Black and Orange dressup
day, annual Pumpkin
Carving Contest and the
Halloween Dance.
Jeff Marchi and Tom
Gordon's Block B class won
a pizza lunch for an original pumpkin-carving with
special foreign touches.
The Halloween dance,
featuring lasers and video
screens, attracted many
students in costume.
Getting into the scary
spirit was fun for everyone.
-Emily Hawkins, Cheryl Bisson
Clockwise from top left Can
Cumiskey, Kate Arnold,
Roberto Jimenez, Laura
Kalynchuk, Colin Kirby,
Ron Dziadyk, Chelsea
Middleton, Heather Wood, Vincent Velasco, Justin Bailey, Byron Kjeldsen, Jesse
Blackstock, Tony Flynn,
Jennifer Crothers, Amber
Garraway.Dayna
Schellenberg, Hong Tran,
{ark X$erow, Lindsay
6 iti^isSv, Lea Cathcart

Hair Today,
Gone Tomorrow...
...All in the Name of
Kids with Cancer
An assembly held the followmoney for the Cancer Society.
The decision for Spectrum to ing day included visitorsfromThe
Daily and Xtreme 91.3 FM. Hair
W i ho wants to be a baldparticipate in the Tour de Rock
stylistsfromARQ Hair Workshop
was
inspired by Kathy
headed hero? No this wasn't a
cheap spoof of a popular ABC TV Armstrong's idea to cut her waist- Inc. volunteered their time to cut
length hair to donate for a wig for sixteen nine-inch swatches from
show, it was a week long
students and staff. Many other stua young cancer survivor.
fundraiser associated with the
dents and staff participated.
On October 4, old hokies,
well-known Cops for Cancer/
The school wide goal was to
Tour de Rock. This included an young hokies, honorary hokies,
and bald hokies assembled in raise $2000.00. Pledges from
extravaganza of hair-cutting,
shaving and colouring, a variety Spectrum's theatre for an evening $50.00 to the highest pledge of
show, penny drive, and even tem- of laughter, talent, and touching $539.00, raised by Mrs. Madill,
resulted in a $6613.78 donation
stories.
porary tattoo sales, all to raise
to cancer research.
Clockwise from top left:
Misty Parsons, Gabriella
Fea, Leanne Madill, Kathy
Armstrong, Barb MCullouch,
Jessica McCartney

• /. i

^Clockwisefromtop left John Martin,
Brian Sadler, Dan Howley, Brittoni
Inglis, Jesse Baker, Asia
Kolodziejak, Rachelle Frost, Natasha
Simmons, Quinn Hall arid Tarn
Hemmingway.
layout- Kim Northcott and Kelly Leonard

Jenny MacCallum, Jesse Blackstock,
Wendy Watters, Amber Corbyn, Jen
Ruffel, Sheena Sproule, Ericka Munoz,
Shelina Point, Caitlin Jensen, Sarah
Hayes, Marisa Palmer, Katie Peterson,
Cam Bertram, Kelly Leonard, Nia Stark,
Rhia Charko, Michelle Balog, Erin Nelson, Jenny Watterson, Shannon Oibson,
Shannon Meyer, Elvis and his bodyguard.

THE DAY BEFORE
THE HOLIDAYS
All

^

Twas the day before the holidays and all through the school,
All the students were stirring, 'cos Spectrum is cool.
The Warm Fuzzy was out spreading happiness with care,
Knowing full well the Cold Prickly wouldn't be there.
The students were busy, doing work before play,
Driven by visions of the Christmas holiday.
Mr. VO in his tie and Smitty in his cap,
Were both looking forward to a long winter's nap.
When on top of the gym there arose such a clatter,
We sprang from our desks to see what was the matter.
Away to the windows we flew like flashes,
Throwing up the blinds, then tumbling in crashes.
The sun on the roof, added glare to our eyes,
Which made it difficult to see the fat lil' guy.
And yet to our wondering eyes did appear,
A pimped out sleigh and eight jiggy reindeer,
With a little old driver, so spunky and hip,
"Santa," we called as he unfastened his seat clip.
More rapid than Fuzzies the teachers they came,
As he whistled and shouted and called them by name.

"Hurry Mac! Now Grant! Faster, Barss, don't fall!
Let's go Marchi! On Gordon! Now Schwartz and Hall!
Back into the school, fill up the hall,
Now is the time, to party one and all!
I'm sorry I'm so early, tis better than late,
I had to feed the reindeer, they just couldn't wait."

layout-Erin Nelson and Rhia Charko
poem-Kyla Duncan and Danielle Dzioba

We cheered and we shouted, forgot about work,
Santa and the Fuzzy both wearing a smirk.
After partying with Fuzzy on a natural high
Our dear Santa Claus said his goodbye.
He sprang to his sleigh and turned up the bass,
And away he flew, leaving smiles on each face.
We heard him exclaim as he rose to the sun,
"Merry Christmas, Spectrum! Have lots of fun!"
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Jennifer Andres

Danielle Bailey

Rachael Andres

Zach Antonissen

Kathleen Armstrong

KarlinAudette

THE 2001
GRADS
HAVE
ARRIVED

Jesse Baker

Michelle Balog

Balwinder Banger

Alexis Baran

Glen Barnes

Sarah Beckett

MathewBendall

Julie Bergman

Cameron Bertram

Crystal Beulah

Aaron Bickerton
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Cheryl Bisson

Jesse Blackstock

Stephanie Boddam

Katie Bone

Marisa Bowles

Gillian Brooke

Jessica Budynski

Chad Campbell

Phillip Carnall

Alberto Carranza

Dave Cao

Lea Cathcart

Pat Cerisano

Lisa Chamberlin

Sara Chapman

RhiaCharko

Taylor Chater

Lisa Chau

Dylan Choo

Ainsley Chorney

Lisa Colantonio

Tasha Collins

Lesley Crawford

Darcy Creech

Matthew Crist

Jennifer Crothers

Matthew Crowson

4
Danny Correia
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Andy Anderson (Sloth): M y favourite
M M M was band camp, 1 didn't go but 1
think it w o u l d have been fun. I enjoy filming, biking, music and wasting weekends.
Hey to my friends. School's been something
but I don't know what.
Jennifer Andres (Jen): I
spent spent four weeks
in Vancouver last summer w i t h my girls and that was my M M M .
A l l my buddies in Shawnigan Lake, I miss
you, we had so many good times. I'll always
remember Jessica, Jodi, Kyle R, Ron, Dylan,
Taunya, Cam, and all my other friends.
Rachael Andres (Rae):
M y M M M was H o r n b y
Trip 2000! M y Shawnigan Girls, we've had
so many good times, I love you! Dylan,
midgets w i l l take over. Be afraid! Thanks
to everyone w h o made this the best year
possible at a new school. Life is a treasure
hunt, your mission, find the X and have
fun!
Zach Antonissen: Going
out with Claire Hitchmough is my M M M
because I think she is the best person in the
w o r l d . I wish Kyle good luck in Australia
and I hope he makes it as a pro surfer. I hope
everyone I k n o w does well i n life. Thanx
Sarky Boy for letting me know I'm not the
class moron. Smitty, I'll come back in five
years and then we can play badminton. I love
you Claire!
Kathleen Armstrong: I have many M M M s
with the Y W A M Boarder Chick. (Becka) and
her toothless hairy monster—love you! The
wrestling... the shoulders. Thanks Lynelle,
A u s t r a l i a a n d the race horses. Sports
kicked! Thanks M r s . M a d i l l . . . . Essays! I
love you Sherri and Co! Nicole and my big
bro I love you lots too! Mwaa!!
Marc Audette: Props to
L o n for being the man,
N i k and Randy for thrashing for life, Luke
L. for staying real. Props too for Alexis for
having the best style and to Byron and his
mattresses. M y M M M was when I found
out Dan Robinson came to school with peanut butter behind his ear.

K a r l i n Audette (D.J Lady Bug): I enjoyed
Ouijia with my friends. Poodle, when I get
home I ' m g o i n g to stuff m y face w i t h
C H I C K E N S ! I w i l l a l w a y s remember,
M u l l y , K i i v i , Poodle, A l i n a , H a i U y e n ,
Michelle, Tiffany, Angela, Kari, Dominique,
A l i c i a , A m b e r , Tiger, a n d R a s p b e r r y .
Thanks for being good friends. See ya later.
Dan Baart: Whatever I
write w i l l be either corny or stupid in retrospect, so all I'm going to say is, it's been fun,
so I've been told! I'll cya around, how ironic.
Danielle Bailey: S u m mer 2000 has to be my
MMM.
Emily—big
b u d d y a n d the p l a n .
A n d r a — w a t c h out for
the ditch. A l l my friends, especially Jessica,
Andra, Nick, Emily, and Lindsay, thanks for
being there for me. Friends come and go
but we w i l l always have our memories. I
love you all, keep in touch.

"I

Jen Bailey: These last
two years have been a blast. Thanks to m
family for putting up with me, and thanks
to all my friends for being there. Kisses tc
Ephatrick, I luv ya! G o o d
luck to all.

Justin Bailey: I like cars
with lots of horses under
the hood. Special mention to Myles and Miles, Randy, Big Danny,
Dan Demers, a.k.a. Tom Green and the M e chanics class of the millennium. I found that
school is easier than working all day so take
it while you got it. I'm
out!
Jesse Robert Baker: It's been fun, bu
over and I ain't lookin' back baby! Dan, It's
me and you all the way! Reesa, I love you
baby girl! A w o r d to the wise, wear it! It ain't
that bad! S P E C T R U M W H A T !
Mike B a l d i n g (Iron Mike): Becoming
Champions at the M a g i cal Mystery Tour in the Tug O ' War was fantastic. The U g l y Corner consists of Brian,
Pat, and Darcy, and of course Matt. M y hobbies are mountain-biking, and weight-lifting. G o o d luck to the Grade l i s . Thanks to
all for everything. I'll never forget you.
Michelle Balog ( L E X : Peach): M y best
friend Harkiran, love you, can't wait till
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August 2, and all our laughs. Dan the hair)'...
man. Stony... thanks for all the insight on
Britt's a n d m y art w o r k . To m y Shanie,
thanks for always being
there for me.

1

Kevin Bimb: M y most
memorable events this
year w e r e a l l m y car
crashes. I like w o r k i n g
out a n d just c h i l l i n ' .
Peace Out!

Balwinder Banger (Sala
Baldy): 1 like fast cars. M y
M M M was getting air in
the rental car w i t h
Parminder and Rob. It's been fun, Peace
Out!
1

J

A l e x i s Baran: Someday
I'll live in a castle scraping the clouds. Someday I w i l l see all the
world, and I'll paint all it has left me with.
Everything w i l l be beautiful. Someday I'll
fly. I'll find what 1 see when 1 close my eyes.
I'll never let the static that comes with those
quietest of moments get to me.

Sarah Beckett (Bucket):
The greatest thing by far is to
be a master of metaphor. It is the one thing
that cannot be learned from others; it is the
Mark of genius, since a good metaphor i m plies an eye for resemblance.-Aristotle (384¬
322 BC), Greek philosopher in poetics.

IP

James Becvar: Thanx to
my friends a n d to my
parents for k i c k i n g my
butt if I said I couldn't do it. I proved myself
w r o n g . Where we go from here no one
knows but 1 hope we all achieve our dreams.
1 w o u l d like to dedicate this year to m y
puppy. I love you all.
Julie Bergman (Feebs):
H i , I'm Feebs. Nita, we
had fun d o w n t o w n , remember the moose? You're my best and always w i l l be. Hugo, no, I'm not joking! 1
also enjoy watching team Oji. M y M M M s
were Japanese monopoly and entertaining
the masses with improv and two musicals.
To anybody and every¬
body, sorry.

4

Crystal Beulah (Scuzzy): I love a l l m y
friends so much. M y M M M was the trip to
H a w a i i . To m y best friend, We've been
through thick and thin, and it's been the best
three years of my life. 1 love you BFF. To all
Grads good luck in the future.

truth, even if it costs them their /'ofo.-Goldwyn
M y philosophy, start every day w i t h a smile,
and get it over with.

LA

Bree Bird (Cooley): Jas,
y o u rock, double duck.
Char, I understand.
Allison, y o u drive, we
crash, 1
love it! Ika, you're the bestest! I love all my
friends so much, and T U A forever! Shannon
rocks! Keep the Faith.

Cheryl Bisson: The M i s fits and the freezing house
with Sarah were M M M s . H e y Chels, w h o
has the bigger bum? Only one hole to a shotgun, when there's two Leigh's on the other
side. Beckett, howz the break dancing? Ems,
don't forget the plot and the great escape.
To all my friends, especially Sarah, don't forget all the great times we had and never lose
touch.
Jesse Blackstock: M y M M M s were G r a d ,
Blizzard '96, and all the hockey trips. M y
interests include friends, parties, hockey,
and girls, especially Taylor. I love you babe.
Andrew, love y o u man. Becka, you're the
coolest. Mark, Lea, and Tony, Dudes! Everyone else, it was a blast. M r . Clemens,
you're ugly.
Stephanie Boddam (D.J
Poodle): A l o n g lasting
memory was walking home with Ladybug
when a big chicken truck drove by. M y favourite quote is, When 1 get home I'm going to
stuff my face with CHICKENS! 1 w o u l d like
to mention my best friends Ladybug (just
kiddin), M u l l y , K i i v i , Tiffie Wiffie, Shelly
Belly, Michelle Z.,Owen and Tiger. Bye!
Katie Bone (Smiley): Well, we've made it,
13 years have gone by way too fast for me.
Thanks to everyone for being there. M o m
and Dad—Well, I couldn't have done it without your love and support. The guys i n the
hut, Shnoob. Carrie, Spiky hair guy. RachRarrr, don't cha know! To the rest of m y
friends, I love you all!

Aaron Bickerton (Bick): / don '1 want any yesmen around me. 1 want everyone to tell me the
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t
Cassandra Cruse

James Cudmore

Robbie Curtis

Jasmin Dance

Charlind Dary

Emily Da Silva

Daniel Demers

Tashia Den-Otter

Angela Downing

DorotaDrozd

Derek Drysdale

Chriselle Dulin

Dara Duong

RonDziadyk

Mark Edwards

Bethany Ellis

SherriElwell

Calina Emerson

Kelcey Erlandson

Adam Faust

Cheryl Ferreira

Erika Fitterer

Tony Flynn

David Forsyth

Maria Fudge

Amber Garraway

MarkGerow

Sarah Gibson

Shannon Gibson

LakhbirGill
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Ilk!

Pawandeep Gill

Mike Gordon

Nicholas Graham

Colin Grainger

Cameron Green

Mark Gudowski

Matthew Haldane

Christine Hale

Chelsea Hames

Allison Hammell

Syreeta Hartley

Emily Hawkins

Sean Herbert

Chelsea Hitchcock

Claire Hitchmough

Daniel Howley

Melanie Hudson

Katie Humphries

Shaun Huot

EmmaHyldig

Rachel Innes

Alina Jacobson

Shahid Jaffer

Jas Johal

Jodi Johnson

Marisa Bowles (Rissy): It's been a blast. To
my girls, Shna, Bakey, Flip, Aggy, Toe, Jenni,
we've stuck together through thick and thin.
To everyone else—you guys rock, thanks.
There are too many memories to write down
and many more to still come. I love you all,
Grade 2001!
_J

C l a u d e t t e B r i n e (Katt):
C o o k s T r a i n i n g 2000
rules! Thanks to Barb Armstrong, K i m K i r k
and Julie Grant for helping me to earn an
apprenticeship with Naden and for pushing
me. R C . you mean so much to me, thank
you for standing by me. Lindsay, we stand
together forever. To those in the background
of my success, I love you.
Gill Brooke (Gilroy): M y
M M M s were roadtrips and the year 2000!
To all my friends, thanx for always being
there for me. I love you all. Emily, Mechanics class and D1CA? James, whatever you
say! M o r g a n and Sherri, you guys are the
best. I love you two so much. I know we'll
always be together.
J e s s i c a B u d y n s k i : To
those friends I've loved
and lost, I'll miss y o u all. Danielle, Rachel,
Andra, Harkiran, y o u girls are great. Dawg,
don't forget about our apartment. Emily,
Lindsay, Chelsea, Matty, Derek, Kelly, Colin,
I love you guys. Ron, my high school sweetheart, thanks for the memories. I'm off to
be something great.
C h a d C a m p b e l l (Beast):
San Diego basketball trip was the greatest.
Chris, take me to emergency. Kooch, let's
jump on the campfire. Jordie, you're there.
Scotty you're fine. Thanks to Thatcher and
Boland for all their time. Bye!
Dave Cao: M y time here
w a s s h o r t but sweet.
There were times when it became tough but
that's what weekends are for! Thanks to all
my friends, especially my family. Hey Mr.
V.O., aren't you glad I'm
r
finally gone? Life's a jourj ney, not a d e s t i n a t i o n .
One Love.

1

Phillip Carnall: I am con- t.
s t a n t l y a m a z e d at the
synchronicity of life. These coincidences are
what lead to me to believe that there is a
greater power in this universe than what we
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can experience with any of our senses. This power is something that must be believed before it can be experienced, rather
than the opposite, the way traditional science w o u l d have us
do it.
Alberto Carranza (Berto): Thank you Mike,
Jas, Joe, Erik, Laura, Jesse, Taylor. I want to
leave Spectrum k n o w i n g that I have made
a difference or brightened someone's day.
I've tried to be nice to every student I've met
and if you think I was mean to you, then I
apologize for I must have been having a bad
day!
Lea Cathcart: Magic moments for me were
the Colonist C u p , Triple C r o w n and the concert with Jordie; Tony, flippin and floopin.
Jesse, what goes where? M a r k and Hong,
all 3 rules; Sarah, my anchor, Lindsay, can I
show you off? Jenn, sorry about the puddles; Amber, that last... Taylor and Laura
my 2 buddies! Dayna m o v i n g out; Everyone else...
Patrick James Cerisano: I
passed Bio 1 2 — M M M . M a n that was a hard
course! I must say this year was sweet. I love
you guys wrecking crew forever! I also love
s w i m m i n g , biking, and just chillin! I say,
worry about more important things like living!
Sara C h a p m a n : I w o u l d
like to thank my family
for their endless love and support,
and Jenny, we're finally here! Nine years
plus the rest of our lives. N i a and Erin, rowing rocks! Spoctrom, get in line! Michelle,
Harkiran and Laura, lunch was fun. Good
luck to all the 2002 grads.
Rhia Charko (D.J. Mully):
I can't believe I'm finally out! I just wanna
say to the video arts crew, locker crew, lunch
crew and all my other friends: I love you
guys! Keep in touch! M M M - p u m p k i n gut
fight and black belt pinned in the tub!
Taylor Chater: M y M M M was making an
awesome bunch of good
friends, Beka Kennedy in particular becau
we have so much fun. Remember magical
mystery? Jesse my best friend, m y love,
you're the best! Best of luck to all the grads
of 2001. The future holds so much. So stay
true to what you believe and y o u w i l l succeed!
Lisa Chau (Moi): M y M M M was Canada

Day and Summer Love 2000. Sophia, it was
fun being twinz. Chriselle , You're still a
R O O K I E . A n n a , Remember Rob's? ChannTha, M y Asian buddy. Kaylin and Melissa,
we've made it all this way girlz !
Michelle Chidley (Shel):
MMM:iv-303!!
John,
how's the Barbie? Nita,
keep up the good work!
Feebs and Eki, when ya gettin married? To
anybody I missed, hello and I luv ya! Thanx
to all the teachers who helped me out—Live
life to its fullest.
Ainsley Chorney: M o m ,
D a d and Christal, thank
you for being my biggest supporters, always
telling me to reach for the stars and with
hugs when 1 needed them. Syreeta, Shannon, Marisa and Felicity thank you for being there. N o one could ever replace you.
Samuel, thank you for the laughter and support, I love you all.
Danny Correia: M y
M M M was going to U B C , and the Magical
Mystery Tour. Matt, it's been cool. I like to
play soccer and hockey. I also like to hang
out with my friends. M y final words—These
two years at Spectrum were
the best!
Lesley Crawford: A n d
then...Life begins.
Darcy Creech ( H o m i e
D.): I love to skate, B M X
and play the drums. I also
enjoy listening to music
(slipknot!), H a n g i n ' out
with friends and big fat burnouts. Without
a doubt my M M M was
Nige's birthday bash.
Jennifer Crothers: The
past few years at Spectrum have been unforgettable. Dayna, Amber, Hong, Lindsay,
Mark, Lea, Jesse, Sarah, hope life gives you
everything you've always
wanted. You guys are the
best, stay in touch. Laura
and Tony, you have made
this year incredible and I
am so glad you are a part of my life.

Colin, M i k e and everyone else, keep it real!. I like baseball,
rugby, kick-boxing and cooking. There are three types of people
in the world, those who don't know what happened, tlwsc who wonder what happened and those who make things happen,. P E A C E !
Cassandra Cruse (Cass): I w i l l remember
Sterling's music, Bryan and Brookie lovin'.
I enjoyed cake decorating and peer counselling. Don't be afraid, love your life, love yourself and be free.
James Cudmore (Cud): Last words are for
fools who haven't said enough.Thanks to my
friends for being so great, especially this past
year.
Charlind Dary (Cabar): Love to my friends
who stuck with me during the good and the
bad times. It was a priviledge being in the
school plays w i t h so much talent. Thanx
Missy for all the good times. Shannon, keep
u p y o u r c r a z y ideas.
Bojan, Ya volim tebe.
Daniel Demers (Dan):
M y M M M was the band
trip to H a w a i i . I like listening to music and
playing drums. I dislike the health care crisis and green beans.
Dorota Drozd: Spectrum
was great with awesome
memories 2 last 4 ever.
Summer 2000, going on a road trip w i t h the
nicest and funniest g i r l M a y a , was m y
M M M . Edyta, my best friend, you are the
sweetest in the world.Thanks to my parents
and friends for all their support and love.
G o o d luck to all Grads!
Derek Drysdale: M y M M M was locking
Shannon's shoe to the ceiling. Erica, Breee,
Kyle, A l l i s o n , M a r k and all the rest—you
g u y s rock. See y o u
around. Blah Blah Blah.
Chriselle Dulin: Sam—
thanks for talking. You're
the best! Lindsey, flip sisters for life. Haley—talent show 97, you
know we should have won! M o i , I'm telling
you he's not H O T . Vickie— bestest friends
forever! To everyone—thanks so much!

Matt Crowson: 1 enjoyed watching Spectrum kick Lambrick's butt in the Colonist
C u p the most. Matt, Johnny, Steve, D o n ,
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Matthew Jones

Lyle Jordan

Charlene Joynson

JotiKaler

Laura Kalynchuk

Sarah Karpati

Becka Kennedy

SamKeo

Tiffany Kilroy

Colin Kirby

Lindsay Kissinger

Byron Kjeldsen

Samantha Lamb

Cari Lang

Shawna Laursen

Nancy Le

Shawn Leatham

Brian Leighland

Robyn Little

Lindsay Lubinich

Jordan Lynam

Kristeen Lyseng

Michelle Mackin

Nadine Macmillan
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Darcey Madam

Erin Nelson

BunrothMao

Julie Masse

Jenny McCallum

Kyle McClymont

Cory McConnell

Trevor Newnham

Hai Nguyen

Lena Nguyen

Steven Nguyen

Janet Nielsen
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Dara D u o n g : I w o u l d like to thank my family for their support d u r i n g all the long
years. I'd also like to mention all my friends.
I enjoy badminton, volleyball, drawing, and
being with my good friends. I wish happiness and a good future to all my friends. Take
care always.
R o n D z i a d y k : I enjoyed )
a l l the r o l l e r h o c k e y
games w i t h the guys because I love all types
of hockey. We need to play more hockey. Su- t
per toot, you're the man. We're finally done!
Thanks for all the great memories.
M a r k Edwards: Well,
what to say? Time flies no
matter how hard you try
to slow it d o w n . Enjoy it while you can, because my senior year went by in the blink of
an eye! N o w I w i l l enjoy life as it comes.
Bethany E l l i s : Thank you
M o m , D a d , L e v i , and
L a u r a for all y o u r support. Sara and Jenny I'm glad we stuck together. R o w i n g was a blast. Jesus loves you
and, It's been great.
Sherri E l w e l l : Rae, Kels,
Kris, M o r g , G i l l and
Kathleen, you're all wonder women. I couldn't ask for better friends.
You have made me who I am. Thanx for
everything. Trav and John, you two are so
great. To everyone I've met over the past few
years, you're wonderful. I'll miss you.
Kelcey Erlandson: I'd like
to thank my family and friends, whose love
and support has helped to guide me. Also,
my light at the end of the tunnel. By believing i n me you've helped me to believe in
myself. N o w , a little older and a little wiser,
I face the w o r l d .
A d a m Faust: Kyle, we'll
get huge! Stay grooving
Jon! Steve, you're my teenage Dirtbag. Vincent, we gotta hook it up. To all the Rockers,
rock it w e l l . A l l the ravers, feel the beat.
Lastly, to the breakers, keep it real. It's all
about the love!

C h e r y l Ferreira: I love the lunch time gang.
Keep the funk dance alive everyday. A l l my
friends, luv ya lots, w i s h you all the best. I
wonder if our crazy times w i l l stay with us
forever. Good-byes create swift hellos and
faces always remembered.
Erika Fitterer: Friends are
there for y o u whenever
you need a shoulder to cry
on. M y friends have been there for me whenever I needed them. 1 thank you from the
bottom of my heart. I love you all.*
Tony F l y n n : M y magic
moment was the Colonist
C u p 99 a n d 2000, a n d
winning the Triple C r o w n . Lea—you're
m a n . M a r k — w o r d . Jesse—what goes
where?. Dayna, Amber, Sarah number one
fans. Lindsay, best friend that's a girl. Little
Monger, and Taylor and Jen, you're the best,
luv ya. Thanks to mv fam¬
ily.
D a v i d Forsyth (Bellhop): To all the grads,
Grab your pick, grab your shovel and head on
down to the Amish rumble!
M a r i a Fudge: M M M —
Shannon, English 12 with
Pho! Math 11 with muffin
+ wingnut. Kyle—February 10,1983! Claire, U B C , # 1 sleepover, everyday! 1 love you so much T T F N . Chelsea,
my sellout partner i n crime!! Bo, grad day.
Fraggle rock! Jowi, H a n d s i p I love you!
Thanks to Shannon + Jeff for everything, I
love you.
A m b e r Garraway: First, thank you to my
family for all the love and support. Dayna,
can't wait for all our plans to happen. Jenn,
he was talking to you. Sarah, Goldstram's
not cold!! Sneak out, sneak in. L A D S rule.
Tony, thanx M r . Flynn. Lea, you're weird.
The rest of you, I love you.
M a r k G e r o w ( M a r k y - M a r k ) : I'd like to
thank m y f a m i l y a n d
friends for helping me out these past years.
Back to Back Colonist Cups baby! I can't believe I was a chicken. Summer was awesome
and so are you. If a tree falls in a forest and no
one's there does it make a sound?
Shannon G i b s o n (Shenanigan): M y M M M s
were midnight beach trips, hardcore lunches
and January 21, 2000, when the K o o l - A i d
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ing. Sonya, Vino, Shannon, Diane, Christine, Chicken and all
man finally came to visit. M y adventures i n U B C and Europe
made summer 2000 unforgettable. Char—Bagel Oasis forever! the rest, I love you all. I'm gonna be a famous actress, so remember me. Hugs to all the Little Caesar's
Claire—I w i l l never forget mole man! The future holds dreams
crew. Pender rules!
yet to he fulfilled.
Lakhbir Gill: M y M M M was when my team
w o n the tug-o-war at the Magical Mystery
Tour. It's been twelve long years going to
school and now it's time for the W O R L D
W R E S T L I N G F E D E R A T I O N — t h e big
leagues. I hope to see all my friends in the
future.
Nicholas
Godfrey:
Thanks to all the friends
I've made at Spectrum. N o w that I'm done
feeding from the trough of platitudes it's
time to find a thorough emetic. To those who
take pride in being remembered: Do you remember the many who have forgotten youlThoreau
Mike Gordon: K o o c h ' s
fire surf is my M M M . I shall always remember the Malahat drives with Beast in the little Toyota that could and O w e n ' s Toyota
Pride. I like hockey, 4 wheeling, biking and
Cowichan camping trips. Blow pops to everyone, it's been great. M a m a said there'd be
days like this.
Nick Graham (Little Bear): Pip, stop yellin
at the girls. Summer 2000, camping and the
hypothermia incident. Carrie, M r Sploodge!
Seney, you're my favourite homey. Dave,
where's the liver professor. Chelsea, am I
ever g o i n g to see y o u
again? Heather, yer not a
real newfie. Remember,
keep it old skewl.
Colin Danger Grainger: N o w it's just the
rest of my life, and I'm home free.
1 Cam Green: Jeff—Watch
out for those garages!
B r y a n — L e a v e the little
guys alone. M a r k — I got
the last shot. A n d r e w — G o o d luck at N e w
Year. 1 enjoy soccer,
hockey, golf and the Leafs.
G o i n g to a Leafs game
w i t h B r y a n and getting
struck by lightening were
my M M M s .

Mark Gudowski: Going to the BCs and w i n ning the Colonist C u p are what I remember
most. Thanks to all my friends for always
being there and for being so cool. Thanks
also to Smithy and the soccer boys.
Matthew Haldane: The
San Diego trip w i t h the
basketball team was great.
Chris—I love you like a son. Robin—BlingBling. Rob— Buds again. Sarah—We'll always have the Pearkes's dances. Jordie—
You're looking tired. Thank you all for your
g u i d a n c e t h r o u g h the
years. It's going fast but it
isn't over yet.
Christine Hale: M y M M M was finding i
was pregnant! H i to all my friends and thanks
for being there for me. Steve, I k n o w you'll
be a great daddy. M r s Jen, enjoy motherhood
and thanks for being a friend, not just a
teacher. E v e r y o n e else,
keep in touch.
Chelsea Hames (Chelsifer): A special thank
you to my boyfriend. Thanks also to my girls
for being there when I put you i n the shadows. I love you all. I learned that good things
really do come to those who wait. Don't lose
what took us years to gain. Keep in touch.
Syreeta Hartley (Bakey):
M y N a n n o n , you're the
best babe! I love you so much. Eggy, you're
awesome, our friendship w i l l last a lifetime.
Marisa, you have always been there for me
when I needed to talk. Flipper, you rock. Best
of all my M o m who I love the most i n the
whole w o r l d .
Emily H a w k i n s (Nibbler): M y M M M was
the summer of 2000. You k n o w what I'm
talking about little buddy D . Never forget
the 'plan'. Ditches, too 'perfect' at Subway
and the long walk at the Lagoon. To all my
girls, thanks, 1 love you. M o m and D a d I
never could've made it without you.

Kristin Grimmer (Krissy): M y most memorable moment was playing M r s . Marcourt
in a musical. I love singing, dancing and act-
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Randy Poppe
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Jessie Snow
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Kristen Sparks

Jeff Spilsbury

Rene Springer

Stephanie StPierre

Carrie Stuart

Daniel Sutton

Robert Swanson

Lesia Szwender

Erik Tandberg

Dan Thomas

ael Rubletz

Schellenberg

Sutherland

Brian Sadler
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Chelsea Hitchcock (Princess): M y best
friends, Brian, Carrie, Rachel, Nick and Phil
w i l l always be my guiding lights and I love
you all. Boo, you know what w o u l d be really great? Cawiee, Let me do it! Wachel,
Rarr! N i c k i Pooh, Sploodge! Pip, M i g h t y
Mouse...

Brittoni Inglis: I can usually be found hanging out with my sweetie-pie N o l a n and my
girlfriends. M y main Meg: Well it's been 13
years together, I love you so much. Rei (Orp)
never forget fraggle rock. A l w a y s smile and
remember to be happy. O h and Becka, you
stink. Just kiddin, 1 love you too.

Claire Louise Hitchmough (Hitchminder):
The basketball road trips (spit tray) and the
U B C trip were my M M M s . Danielle, my favourite cookie monster, I love you. Maria, it
was love at first sight. Chad, our little secret! Zach, you arc my best friend, thank you
for being everything to me. I'll love you forever. G r a d 2001 Baby!

Rachel Innes (Wachelkinz): Cawwie-Rarrr
(imagine the angels). Growl? Ohhh that's not
cool! What, sock juice! I know! Let me do it!
Cawwie, I luvz you! Chelsea, I'm a cute little b u m b l e bee! N i c k i e p o o h - S p l o o d g e ! !
Jessica, A w w w Pooh! H e Hee... Katie, you
rock. Chelsea Catherine, What's your m i d dle name again?

Desiree Anne Houle
(Dez): A shout out to all
my girls, love yah.
Cheecher, thanks for always being there.
Johnny, you're awesome, xoxox. Kristine, we
need a new taxi. M y friends, you have made
the past 2 years fly by. We've got a lotta
memories. Stay in touch.
S. Daniel Howley: Thanx
Mac for all your effort. Outdoor rec. provided my M M M s . I like to work hard during the week so that I can sit back and hang
with my friends at the weekend. Jesse, next
year's gonna rock! G o o d luck to next year's
grads.
Melanie Hudson (Princess): It is not in the stars our destiny is held
but in ourselves. To my girls, Rachel, Jennifer,
Alicia and Michelle, thanks for the love and
support. I w i l l always love you girls! To the
crazy boys and my other friends, thanks for
_j the good times and the
memories.

LI

Katie H u m p h r i e s : Before
you criticize someone, walk a mile i n their
shoes. Then w h e n y o u do criticize them
y o u ' l l be a mile away and
have their shoes.

S h a u n Huot ( M a t i c ) :
Ring, ring! Hello, oh my
god. Reedl, you're a nutcase. I never forget.
Reese, y o u ' r e m y tru l o v e . P a r k i n a n d
Robbie. Kyle-dance forever. Come on Sadler,
orange is better. A n g my lil sis, I'll be overprotective if I want. Morgan, my teacher. Ladies, quit changin' your minds!
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Alina Jacobson: (Dj Lu):
I enjoyed film shoots with
Shawn, Loretta, and Crystal, they were fun. Shawn you are such a
funny guy, H a i U y e n remember the cobra?
Rhia do you remember the big attacks foot?
Karlin, Angela, Jeff(spils), my dream is to be
a famous movie director.
Jas Johal: Thanks to my
Morn and D a d . M y M M M s were all the
hockey tournaments. Erik, ever since grade
5! Mike, Alberto, Joe, buddies since elementary. Wade, Madey I'll cya at U V I C . . . if they
ever need construction done! J / K . Ryan,
leader w i t h most notches, Tony—we all
know!
Jodi Johnson: I'm finally
out! M y M M M s — K a n d K , Tanya best
friends forever. Gaurav I love you. M o m , for
your unconditional love and support. Dad
for always making me laugh. Tyson for being such a good brother. Love you guys. To
all my friends good luck!
Loretta Jones: (Kitten):
M y friends, I love you all.
Rhianna, Whasssssup w i t h my home girl?
M y M M M w o u l d have to be H a w a i i . M y
best friend, we had a rough year but we
made it through it all! Love y o u all!
Lyle Andrew Jordan:
Somebody once said, Tell
me and I will forget, show me
and I may remember. Involve me and I'll underI stand. School isn't just w o r k but it's also
about friendships and incredible experiences. Life is fragile, live it the way you want
to.

Charlene Joynson: I just want to thank my
family for all their support. M y most M M M
was grad 2000, rough trip hey Ashley! Hey
Natasha where's my cell, Leah you're the
best, Hey Phats when ya gonna grad? A m y .
K, keep it real girl. Nathan I love you. G r a d
2001 Baby!

Byron J. Kjeldsen (Byronabot):My name is |
Byron, Threeg is my friend. Potio furniture
55cents a bundle. Good job, bad day. 1 w o u l d
like to thank everything that has brought me
up here. This is me t h a n k i n g the stairs.
Thank you stairs. G o o d Bye-ron. Byron remains a masterpiece of the period. V S Pritchett
Michelle Koorn: Spectrum y o u rock! A n g e l a ,
Melanie and Jen, you girls are awesome! To
all the grads good luck w i t h your future.
Thanks to my m o m and dad for everything.
I love you both. A l l my love to my sisters
and to Samantha and Danna.

Joti Kaler (Jojo): M u m ,
Dad and Bhawan, thanks
for putting up with me all these years, I love
you. K a m i , you're always gonna be my best
friend, I love y o u . M a n ' s , you're always
gonna be my #1. Simmy, the van trip was
awesome. Sandeep, luv yeah! G o o d luck to
all the Grads!
Laura Kalynchuk: M y
M M M s were crusin' i n the drop top K-car
and grad 2001.My wonderful friends I w i l l
never forget the special memories we share.
Michael I love you w i t h all my heart and
soul. Smitty these were the best years of my
life thanks. Mr. Clemens you're U G L Y . G o o d
luck everyone in the future.
Sarah K a r p a t i : Too m a n y memories!!
Lindsay and H o n g , through thick and thin,
friends forever! Lea, laughing from the beginning to the end! A m b e r and Dayna, road
trip and Sneak out, Sneak in. Jenn and Tony,
w h a t goes w h e r e ? Jesse a n d T a y l o r ,
Goldstream!? C h r i s e l l e ,
you're the best!
Becka Kennedy (PhD): I can usually be
found skate/surf/snow boarding with the
girlz and chillin w i t h the boyz. Thx to my
bro and family. M e g and Phil, luv ya muchly.
Kat, I'll always be here for y o u . Jord, u rock.
Taylor, yer so much fun and yer gorgeous, I
love ya.Good Luck-Becka luvs u.
C o l i n K i r b y : (Wingnut): M y M M M was
camping last year at Lindsay's cabin. I enjoy play hockey, soccer, and havinga good
t i m e w i t h . M y favourite T V show is the
Simpsons and my favourite character is
H o m e r . These were the
best two years of my life.
Tiffany Kilroy (Tiffie):
S p e c i a l m e n t i o n to m y
M i c h e l l e , Stephie-Wephie,
Rhia, Karlin, Shawna, Brett, A l i n a , Crystal,
Loretta, A m a n d a , Laura, Jennie, Jen, and
Tina. What's up gurlz? I love y o u guys so
much, thanks for such a great 2 years at Spectrum!

D a v i d Kroeger (The Professor): Little Bear, what
are y o u d o i n g out here? P h i l , y o u ' r e
Dooaap-Wharfside! Bee toucher, keep up the
good w o r k . W h a t is sock juice a n y w a y
Carrie? Seany, Heather, A s h w e e , K e l c ,
Claremont girls i n the G y m - A l l good people or great things. Spectrum What?
Chris Kucheran (Kooch):
M y M M M was beating up Lambrick's mascot at the Colonist C u p . C h a d (Beast) pastry
at the cabin. M i k e G . lets go diggin'. Bye!
Ashlee Lacey (Smash):
M y M M M s include parties at Heather's, caiisin'
w i t h Brianna, and nights
with the girls. To my girl
Brianna, Llama, Llama, Llama!i Alicia, Goat,
Goat, Goat! To my girls, I love ya guys, you
are my world. Woody, remember our plans?
So many memories. It's been fun!
1

/

Parminder Lalari (Par): G o o d times were
t camping in Parksville w i t h Mark,
Balwinder, and Jason. I like nice cars and
hanging out. It's been a fun 12 years, it's too
bad it has to end. Peace.
Samantha
Lamb
(Samchez): Lindsey, M r .
Wiggles, M r . Waggles,
every Wednesday! A l l my
girls, Pocahontas, Haley, Hailey, M o i , Steph,
Lindsey, and Jenna! Gord, Gorilla! Lyle,
double blocks! Francis, I'll always love you!
Love isn't what makes the world go around; it's
what makes the ride worth while'.

O
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Don Thomson

HongTran

Claire Thornton

Jordan Vangylswyk

Rob Wood

Shauna Toakley

Brian Tobin

Ryan Toms

DanTran

Vincent Velasco

Lisa-Marie Vigneault

Philip Wade

Philip Walmsley

BryceWray

Kristin Zajaczkowski

Andra Zigay

Michael Ruffolo

WE'RE OUT OF
HERE!

Cari Lang: Today is gone. Today was fun. Tomorrow is another one. Everyday from here to
there, funny things are every where.~Dx. Seuss.
Outdoor Rec was wicked! We can't let the
boys have all the fun. Kristan, I love you always. Carrie and Phil, glad we came to Spectrum! I L O V E Y O U
MUFFINS!
Shawna Laursen (Kiiv):
I like karate, baseball, good movies and
good food. Tiff, rub a dub dub, two guys
in the tub! Angela and H a i Uyen, Oreos
forever! Rhia, Pricilla! Steph and Karlin,
you rock. Final words,
bring it on.
N a n c y Le (Nhan): A l though it's been long, it has definitely been
fun! Thanks to my family and my friends,
Dorota, Hoan, Lena for their support. Thanks
also to Mr. Sarkissian, my favourite teacher.
Special thanks to my boyfriend for bringing
all the supportive happiness and loveliness
into my life.
S h a w n Leatham (Shawnieboy): I'm in the
shower and I'm writing a song, stop me if
you've heard it. M y skin is soapy and my
hair is wet. Lather, rinse, repeat. Lather, rinse
,repeat. Lather, rinse, repeat as needed.
M o m , I love you! F R E E TIBET! L u v Spicy
Shawnieboy.
B r i a n L e i g h l a n d : I like
muscle cars and big 4x4's I w o u l d like to
mention Chelsea, Mark, Brian, Jason, Par,
and Baldi. In my spare time I like to work
on my truck or finish building my railbuggy.
I w o u l d just like to say to everyone, always
expect the unexpected.
C h r i s L e n i u s (John
Wayne, Lendog): Just remember these i m portant rules: L i v e hard, D i e fast, and
make a pretty mess. It's time to laugh. It's
time to cry. It's time to be what you need to be.
And we can be what we wanna be. I don't
have an attitude problem, you have a perception problem.
K e l l y Leonard (Loudmouth Leonard): M y
M M M s were camping, Lindsay's cabin and
Girls' night. Bryce I love ya. Hez, smarten
up. K y m , be strong. Britt, you're awesome.
Nicole and Sarah, you rock. Steve, stay out
of trouble. G r a d w i l l be awesome. Spectrum's been a blast!
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Lindsay L u b i n i c h : To all my girls, I love ]
and I hope now that high school is over \
w i l l all move on to bigger and better things.
Make sure you all keep in touch next year.
To E m i l y and Danielle,
when all else fails we can
always go for coffee.
Jordan Lynam (Jord): In
20 years I'll be living in a
trailer at some ski hill. Legalize it, don't
critisize it. M y faves are
S N O W B O A R D I N G and
the rest aren't worth mentioning.
Julie Masse (Supergirl): The question isn't,
Who is going to let me? The question is, Who
is going to stop me? I w i l l
always remember moving to the Smurf house
and wrestling! To my friends, the day we
lose our need for dreams, is the day the human race forfeits its soul!
Jenny M c C a l l u m : Well it's finally over! M y
M M M s were out of school with my Trav, I
love you! Becca, you are the hottest, and
M e g , never change! I'd
love to tell everyone to follow your dreams
no matter how big. Believe there is alway
someone out there for everyone! SO SMILE
K y l e M c C l y m o n t (Wingnut): Life is a gif
and what we choose to do w i t h it is base
on h o w we percieve it. In the m i n d of
surfer, life is like the waves; continuou:
beautiful, and unpredictable. The grads o
2001- M a y all your dreams come true.
Nadine M a c M i l l a n : M y M M M s include all the fun times i
W T R and Math. I enjoy playing volleyball, figure skating an
the piano. Thanks to the girls for a great volleyball season an
to Katie for being a great friend. Lots of love goes to all m
pals on the East Coast!!
R o b i n James Letrud M c i n t o s h : M y M M l V
were w i n n i n g the Colonist C u p and the B
Ball trip to San Diego. Haldane,you're th
ultimate at D Q . Rob, Irma's still runnin
strong. Big and little O's, keep on truckin
Beast, the beach is dat way. Steve, Steven O
A s 4 Spectrum, keep up the good work. I'
just glad to have been a part of it. M y fin
words R, Lea is sooo straight!

Obi

Lynelle McLean: M y M M M s were the b-ball
road trips and g o o d fun w i t h the field
hockey and soccer teams! Outdoor rec was
awesome! Cari, Carrie, and Janet paddle up
the G o r a c i n a b l o w - u p dingy! Peanuts!
Thanks to everyone who's made these years
enjoyable. Kathleen,six months till surfing
in A U S T R A L I A !

Carrie M c L e l l a n (Asparagus): It's the luck of the draw. It's the natural law. It's a joke. It's a crime. I was bored,
y o u were bored. It was a meeting of the
minds. N o w it's three i n the afternoon and I
can't leave too soon, saying thank you I had
a nice time.
Kateri M c M i l l a n : You
only have one life, so my
advice to everyone is to live free and happy.
Keep your chin up, your eyes open and a
smile on your face. Never let anyone tell you
that success is impossible because you can
do anything you put your
m i n d to.
Lindsay M c R a e : M M M s are the lunchtime
conversations w i t h the Stair Gang and m u sical theatre. A special mention for all my
friends. The best is yet to
come.
Haley Donna Meyer: A
special thanks to my family and parents. Your encouragement has
helped me to push to achieve my goals. To
Samantha Lamb, banana buddies, Chriselle
D u n l i n , Santa Claus, and L i n d s e y Rigg,
dancer superstars. No-one i n life decides
who you are or what you're worth except
you!
Shannon Meyer (Shna): Syreeta, thanks for
being the greatest friend in the w o r l d . I love
you and you'll always be my # 1! To Marisa,
Eggy and Flipper, We've made great memories throughout our years. I love you guys.
W u d u p to m y D a d d y O ? I ' l l a l w a y s
remember...Your Zebra. U u h yeah!
Chelsea Hellen Anne
M i d d l e t o n (Kitten): Thanks to all my friends
4 their support especially Luke, Marc, all the
people at itempology, the back hut, and in
the video arts room. M r . Schwartz, I will always remember your class. G o o d luck, I
wish you love, peace and harmony throughout your lives. Sanity is the playground for
the unimaginative.

Tom M i l l e r (Mills): We must all hang together,
or we shall all hang separately ~ Benjamin
Franklin. M a n , these last two years have
been great, filled with awesome memories...
I'm gonna really miss seeing everyone. M y
friends: I trust we'll keep in touch. Look 4
me i n the papers... Bye...

a.

Bryan M i t c h e l l : M y
M M M was going to the
Leafs game i n grade 10. Big shout outs to all
m y b u d z at Spectrum. Best times were
lunch, art class and hockey on Fridays. I
want to say thanx to all my teachers, especially Harry Stanbridge. M y role model is
A n d r e w Riches.

James R . A . Moore (Jay): I
w o u l d like to mention all of the Video Arts
geeks, we rock! Dave F., y o u are the man
with the master plan. David, long live. Belly
U p ! Wanted to write something prophetic,
but it ended up pathetic!
Jason A d a m Mosher: To
all the grads of 2001! Keep
it real. It's been fun learning to cook from Barbara Armstrong, Julie
Grant and K i m Kirk. To all Cook Training
students, keep up the good work and hope
you have fun i n your next job. P E A C E OUT!!
Amy Muranetz: Thanks
to Des and Fotis for keeping me motivated
during my last year. Des, Magical MT. M y
goals in life are to become successful in the
arts and to make a contribution to the w o r l d .
Education is not preparation for life, education
is life itself. -John Dewey.
E r i n N e l s o n : The last 4
years have been the best
of my life! Thanks to all
my awesome friends! I know we won't lose
touch! You'll come visit me i n N Y and I'll
visit y o u wherever y o u go! So Sara, N i a ,
Beth, Jen Michelle, H a r k i r a n and e \ o else
this isn't bye!
Trevor N e w n h a m (Mariner): M y M M M was
the Halloween dance. I love to play baseball, hockey and especially make people
laugh. I like to hang out w i t h Danny, Rob,
Chris, A m a n d a , and the group in the Bat
Cave. N o fate but, what we make. A d i o s
Amigos.
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Hai Nguyen: I w o u l d like to thank my family, friends and teachers for encouraging me
to try hard i n school. I w o u l d like to thank
Mr. Schwartz especially, for spending at least
half an hour just to help me with my homework. I w o u l d also like to thanks Mr. Hunter
for encouraging me to try harder.

S t e v e n N g u y e n : Shout
outs to all my buddies especially Robin, Haldone, did you bring your
mouth guard? Hey, Fudge, it's not w o r k i n g
for you. Claire that's the worst. Sandiego
was sweet. Faust you're my teenage dirtbag.
To all I missed, sorry I was budged for time.
Thanks everybody for the awesome years.
Cory Nightingale: M y
M M M s were the times i n
Bryce's basement, hacking d o w n Mopars. I
like Chevette demo cars, smoky burnouts and
4-wheeling.
Brooke N o r b u r y : Caa (I
l u v ya).., Jessie, L i n d a ,
and I give credits to Alexis
All that we see or seem, is but
a dream within a dream. •
Kim Northcott (Kimmy):
I'm finally gradding!
J
Kelly, G C G forever! Look
out for stairs. Lindsay,noodles! I like to play
soccer w i t h Dayna and party with Kelly. M y
M M M was camping at Lindsay's cabin! Keep
partying, be strong, life can only get better.
K y l e O l s o n (MuD): Winn i n g the C o l o n i s t C u p
was awesome. Spectrum Wooo! Hey Phil,
the mall baby. A d a m , I want those cookies.
Rob, I feel crazy! Everyone I missed, ' M o o
and have a great day! Love yourself, before
you love others.

1
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N i c k Patterson: I had fun in Outdoor Rec
on board the H M C S Oriel. Shout outs to
Mark, Bree, Ian, Shannon
and all the rest.
M i k e Peebles: I like dirt
bikes, snowboarding and
mountain biking. Sum,«
' i <•
mer 2000 was great.
Thanks to all the teachers
at Spectrum who made a difference. To all
my friends, have a good one. Peace.*
Jennifer Pereira: They
have been two unforgetable years. M y parents, thanx for your love and support. M y
sister, where w o u l d I be without you? To all
my friends, You guys are the best! A l w a y s
keep in touch. G o o d luck to the graduates.
A l w a y s remember, Everything is possible for
him who believes. G r a d
2001!!
A s h l e y Petrucci: (Petruc) After grad 2000
with Charlene was great. We'll never forget
fighting w i t h Natasha, oh, I'll watch those
kicks, Girls night at my house doing Tae-bo
and baking cookies. A shout to my girls and
Deez Nutz. M y main squeeze Danny—Kiss
Kiss
M i l e s ' H a r l e y ' Perrin (Crash, Boon,
Harley, Harliskins): M y 2 years at Spectrum
were awesome! A memorable moment was
when I broke my kona i n half. I can usually
be found doing trails, free riding, urban assault, or trail b u i l d i n g .
Peace!

f

C h r i s Owen: The San D i ego trip w i t h the B-ball
team was m y M M M . Whatz up to the M D
boys and to the kids at Spectrum I love you
like sons. Thanx to the Bball coaches. Little Dune
Buggy. G r a d 2001 For Eva
Eva.
Jeff Parsons: 1 w o u l d like to
mention the Escort crew. C a m , those garages
come out of nowhere. Mark, nice fanny pack.
I like golf, music and cars. Spectrum's been a
lot of fun!

Francis Pashak: I loved being a hokie. Peace and much love
for all who treated me real. To all my boys you know who you
are. M y Diva club Lindsey, Chriselle, Haley and M o i . This is it
I'm gone forever. Samantha, I love you. Together we can conquer anything forever and ever. See ya!

Leigh Pharis: We've gone
insane, you w o n the bet,
carpet hawk is watching and w e ' l l all forget. 13 years misplaced, yet hope still remains, that Utopia creeps
i n the o u t s k i r t s of our
misled brains. W O O !
Q u i c k , to o u r trusty
4 -4" steed...
Randy Poppe (Rufus): This year has been
fun! Except for the time m y car was restricted from the Spectrum parking lot.

\

t
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Karl Porter: (Krazy Karl) I'm not going to
waste some of my 50 w o r d s listing my
friends, so y o u ' d better know who your are.
This year's been a blast but I'm glad I'm out.
Nick Preston: I enjoy
skateboarding, playing in
my band, and weekends.
The M M M was w i n n i n g
the battle of the bands at
V i c H i g h i n December.
Thanks to all my teachers for keeping me in
line. Shouts outs to all my
friends.

Megan E. Renney: I can usually be found
boarding, lifeguarding, or co-chillin. I w o u l d
like to travel and open up a club with Philly.
Good luck grads, make yourselves useful.
Thank- you so much boys. I love y o u too
Philly, bo-dene and my brother.

1 7
*

Blake Prince: I'd just like to say Laura,
you're arrogant, Josh, football player, Aaron,
thanks for leaving us, Hellway sucks and to
everyone else live long,
stay strong and I'll forget
y o u when I'm famous.
Harkiran Rai ( H a r k y ) :
U V i c with Jessica was memorable, and so
were all the laughfests with Michelle. Shout
outs to my brown crew Nav, Joti, Simmy, and
the rest of ya'll. Also to my lunch time crew.
Amanda Rand (starts
fire): To all, I wish nothing but peace, love, harmony, and most of
all happiness. Follow not a marked path, instead mark your own, and never hold a grudge,
for that will defeat you. Merry we met, and merry
we'll meet again. Blessed be and may the wind
forever carry your spirits.

fc

Andrew Riches: (Mudd):
Two of my M M M s were
getting kicked out of media arts by H a r r y and getting run over by
Jeff Parsons. Thanks bud! Sorry for w i n ning small w o r l d hockey Cam! B i g shout
out to Bryan, C a m , Jefferson, Mark, A n d y
x2 and Rodders. Vanessa, y o u love me, yes
you do!

Lindsey Rigg: Thank u 2 all the people w h o
have helped me get this far. Haley dancers
4 life. C h r i s e l l e m y P h i l l i p i n o beauty;
Lindsey A n n , I am looking 4 my camera; my
favourite boys Gord and Lyle; my best girl
Samchez. You know this Mike, you'll always
be in my heart.
I D a v i d Ross (Professor):
M y M M M was Brianna's
) 'inside voice'. Katt, You frustrate me!. Keenan,
Whazzup? Paul, Man, w h y your eyes so shot?
Jennifer A n i s t o n , H e y sweetheart I l i k e
' friends, movies and Stephen K i n g books. To
everyone in Cook Training, the Professor w i l l
remember you all!
Joel Rubletz: I had a hoot at
the 'Magical Mystery Tour', Silver City, the
girls re-decorating my locker, and hanging
with Mr. Barss i n math. Other highlights were
w i n n i n g my first w r e s t l i n g tournament.
Thank you to everyone who helped me get
settled in.

Dan Raymond (Rinjin): I
like playing paintball with my friends, playing video games, and watching Canucks
games on T . V G o Canucks Go! Thank you
to my family, you were always there, no matter what. I love you all. The strength of a man's
heart is determined
by his will to
succeerf.-Arnold S.
Laura Reed (Lou):I said brr it's cold in here,
I said there might be some fuzzies in the atmosphere. Nalia, all these lookalikes, ahhh!
L u c a s , y o u ' r e m y life,
Kateri, got milk? Heather, i
r
1
15 years, Bryce, you're a
cutie. We are the champions my friends. See ya at
my club.
Kyle Reid: Well it's finally over, 12 years of
hard work and many more to come. I w o u l d

like to thank every teacher who taught from day one, I have
taken something from all of you.

A

Michael Ruffolo: The Glan Clan, you guys
rule. Kyle, Kouch, Kirby, N w o brothers. Jord,
Brithis isn't even a piece. Jas your band from the beach. Joey
you're showing me the way, I should live. Bird y o u da wan.
Finally Erik, Canucks rule!
Rajan Saini (Prep): I gotta thank my parents for keeping me i n check all these years.
I'm gonna miss everyone. Ooms, you've
been a great friend, thanks. It's time to start
our lives, grads 2001, Peace.
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Navpreet Sandhu (Loveboat): Moments to
remember were the 18th b-day, with 13 people in an 8 passenger car = being pulled over
3 times. Geeky friend, I'll never forget grade
4 handshake. M y little Jaguar stay true and
pure. Live once, live to the fullest and don't
care what others think.

p i d P a t r i c k ) : To a l l my
fans out there, don't get dead. To Bertram, I
got nothin! I like the W W F and a really good
book. Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you!
Dayna
Schellenberg
(Angel #2): Canada day,
road trip 2000, and sneak out sneak in were
my M M M s . Jen, good times; Marky's ongle
& ongle #1; Tony, funny guy; Lea, want a
rev; Sarah B, get to class; Roberto, let's
dance. Thanks to Spectrum for all the good
times and more to come.
M o r g a n Schwartz: M y
M M M s are roadtrips, camping trips, and
good moments. To all my friends, I love you
guys. To G i l l and Sherri, you're the best.
Thanks for always being there. Janet and
Lynelle, friends forever. Flip, D i g and John,
y o u g u y s are so m u c h
^ • y r
' Ben, I love you
MORE!
1

r

u

Lucy Simonson: Dream
what you want to dream;
go where you want to go; be what you want
to be, because you have only one life and
one chance to do the things you want in life.
Be yourself and always
listen to your heart.
Jonathan S m a l l w o o d
(Simper): M M M s were the 4x4 on trips up
in the hills. Dan, keep on scratching Kyle,
don't worry, the tsunami's coming. A d a m ,
what can I say bro...?
•

I Joshua Smith: Thank you
for teaching me. I will continue l e a r n i n g and still
have tonnes of fun. I especially thank my
best friends, Dustin, Marlena and the stair
gang for their support, and also my parents
for forcing me to do what's best even though
I wish they w o u l d stop. Some people have
to be crazy; I intend to be one of them.

n

Miles Scott: Hey everybody! Just like to say,
H e y there to everybody i n last year's Japanese 11 class (all 5 of us)! To everyone else,
rock On! See you all later...maybe!
Nick Searle (Tool, Squirl): M y M M M was
when Kris C beat Lambrick's mascot at the
Colonist C u p , also when Rob W crashed Bong Martin's car.
C P P mechanics crew kicks butt.
Jiwan Sekhon: M y M M M s were the San D i ego trip with B-ball, and knocking Robin out
with a pillow. To Dan Seel, get that Pudi and
Clark, get a haircut.
Mark Selzler: I enjoy
cruizin' in my chopped
'57 bug and all the car
s h o w s w i t h the guys.
Each dream ends with a
beginning.
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Natasha Simmons: I'd like to thank my
mom for all her support. M y M M M was the
hill climb you get Charlene. I'd like to give
a shout out to all my friends, Ashley, Phats,
Kristeen, Aitken. I love you guys. Shane, I
love you babe.

Jessie Snow: Your blank gaze turned towarc
the make-believe sky of the ceiling, and
your hands, a book with uncut pages. Yoi
spent many a delightfully sad hour there
waiting.~OV deMilosz. I learned never tc
ask why. Fake smiles, attendance, formality,
robots, structure, and apathy: this is goodbye.
James S o r e n s o n ( H a l l y e g r o ) : M y
memorable moments were the unexpected
adventure to Nanaimo with Karn, Benny,
and N i c k and grad 2001. G i l l , just be true to
yourself. I love to get festive at the fry machine in Yobou. You w i l l never find yourself
if you're too busy trying to be someone else.
A l i c i a Spark (Lish): H i
—I my little chica! Jennifer
B-starz 4eva! M e l a n i e ,
Andrew, you don't
know me! Heather we're friends till the end
baby. Philly, What up my wigga? M y muf
fins, I love you! Taylor you're taylicious
Thanks to the rest of my friends for being
there. Everyone who has given me support
and strength, thanks and good luck.

Jeff Spilsbury (Spils): I wanted to find a
quote to describe or sum up the last two
years. Words to describe the people I've met,
the places I've been, and what's happened
around me. I couldn't because words are
simply not descriptive enough, so instead
my final words are It's been fun Spectrum, so
long.
Rene Springer: You are travelling through the rest of your life
so choose your destination carefully. You'll arrive soon enough,
so don't hurry. You'll realize the value of your travel isn't where
you find yourself at the end. The true value lies in realizing
who you have become, somewhere along the way.
Matt Squire: M y M M M was my Social Studies 11 class with Mrs. Ractcliffe. 1 like baseball, W W F , computers, and hanging with
friends till the late hours of the night. Final
words are: Spare blocks made Spectrum better than all the other schools.
Carrie Stuart ( C a w w i e kinz): Wachel-Rarrr, Imagine the angels, o h h h
that's not cool, sock juice?
I can't believe she told on me! Dance, Wachel
I luvs you. Jessica! Chelsea, I luvs you too!
Nick and Phil, Sploodge! Jon, not seven, I
love cake! Katie, haha spiky hair guy! Others, I'll miss y'all.

Dan Thomas (Digger): I'd
like to say I wish I was graduating! Too many
people to mention. L O V E Y A A L L ! Flip you
naaasty! I love you! PS, I love Sanhanitizer.
Bye to everyone. See you around.
Claire Thornton: M y
great aunt Miss
Alice
Rumphius
climbed tall
mountains where the snow never melted. She
went through jungles and across deserts. She saw
lions playing and kangaroos jumping. Everywhere she made friends she would never
/orgef.~Barbara Cooney.
Brian W.J. Tobin (Tobes/
T o b m / T o b y o n e / H e y you?): M y M M M was
c h i l l i n g out back w i t h the U g l y Corner,
Truckin Crew, W r e c k i n g Crew, Walmart
H a m m i e s a n d Westside of East S o o k e
Himies. O n a serious note, my future is like
a tree: it w i l l keep on changing as I get older
and wiser.

Dan Sutton (Pedelon): In
the future I hope to become a film star. It's
true! M y M M M was summertime camping
at Cowichan.
Rob S w a n s o n : M M M s _
were grad 2000, June 16
and s u m m e r 2000 w i t h
Robin. Haldane. You'll alw a y s be the D D if y o u
don't have a sip. Robin,
we'll go on another Sydney Spit trip. Thanks
for everything brutha. Haley, y o u need a
ride, don't you? Kristal,
let's do something Friday
night.

E r i k Tandberg (tandberg!): Felix Potvin, no
I always w i l l be. Jas, too many things, ham
sandwich and chocolate milk. Joe, already
living the sweet life! M i k e , Canucks R U L E ! !
Alberto, E town buddies. Stuart, back in the
day. Caitlin, thanks for putting up w i t h me,
I love you. Be yourself and make your o w n
choices.

H o n g T r a n (Angel #1): I'd
like to thank m y family
and friends for always being there for me.
You guys made me who I am today, and who
I'll be i n the future. Everything has been
awesome and the memories unforgetable,
'specially summer 2000. I'll never forget...
Jordan
VanGylswyk
(Blue): To all my family
and friends, thank you for
everything. To my Girlfriend, I love you.
School has been fun. I am going to miss it
but I am glad it's over.

• J

Lesia Szwender: Kel, I'll never forget you,
roomie. Woody, counting d o w n the days 'til
you're as smart as a chicken. Laura, I love
you! Thanks for sticking by me through surgery; you kept me sane and you truly know
the meaning of best friend. Wilma, best buds
always.

Val V i n c e n t V e l a s c o
(Vince): H i p - H o p is all
about the s k i l l a n d the
love of the beats and the rhyming, the graf,
the breakdance and all that got pushed to
the back and we are putting it back out front.
Peace
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Lisa-Marie Vigneault (Petit Fleur): I came to
Victoria from Quebec to improve my English.
This was the best decision that I have ever
made. I really enjoyed meeting new people this
year. I feel part of the Spectrum team and I'm
very thankful for that. Be happy, enjoy life and
above all believe in yourself.

until you need them. Thank-you Mrs. Madill for being there for
me. To everyone else who stuck by me, I will never forget you.
Good-bye Spectrum.
Kevin Winder: I like dirt bikes, B M X and
skateboarding. To Nigel, mmm, muggaz and
skipping class. Nigel's birthday bash was
memorable.

Phil Wade (Pip): Gone
skiin'! Campin' I think with
Nick, aka Little Bear, and
Carrie. Andrew remember the goose poles?
Jarred, Claremont W H A T ? Jordan how's da
wife. Is that free Nick? Heather how's Newfoundland? Dishdoggin it with Dave. Please
everybody try to keep it old
skewl!!
Lucas Shawn Wallenburg (Blackie): M y M M M
was watching Chris L climb down the rock face
at Mt. Finlayson in Outdoor Rec. You can do
anything you put your mind to. I on the other
hand can because well...you know!!

Heather Wood (Doowie,
Woodie): I want to say that
my 12 years at school have
been a blast. There have
been difficulties and I thank
everyone who has been there, even in the beginning. Just remember everyone's special,
and I will never forget.
Rob Wood: M M M was
winning the 2000 car show,
getting top goalie and being named to the All
Star team at the Provincials in Lacrosse. I like
lacrosse, hockey, cars, mechanics, and cruising
on the weekends. They were the best.

Phil Walmsley (Philly):
Not everyone understands
house music. It's a spiritual
thing, a body thing, a soul thing. Shoutz to
Meg. Asparagus, Kran, all Katies, Mommy and
Daddy, all my kru. Big ups Spectrum posse!
Rewind! Weird.
Wendy Watters: I am still
recovering from the locker
switch. It was a great year.
On to much bigger things and that thing called
the real world, scary. May you be up wind from
the manure pile of life. Still loving all my
friends.

Ben Yancey (Benny): M y
friends know who they are.
I like listening to N O F X
and Ska music. When you
get on a chairlift, strap in
and enjoy your ride. M y favourite show is
Lonely Planet. I hope to get into the study of
Horticulture.

x

Jenny Watterson: Do not be
dismayed before theirfaces lest
1 dismay you before them. (-Jeremiah 1:17) J
will not fear what has no greatness. Things that do
not matter seem to be praised and the one who loves
and gave you the world is dismissed. Love and be
loved, grace for grace. Faith,
hope and love.

Nasstasia Lyanne Yard:
I'm gonna live in a wooden
cottage in the middle of nowhere, with my
own vegetable garden and fruit trees. I'm
gonna screw it up again, do another detour,
unpave my path, and if you wanna make sense
watcha looking at me for? I'm no good at math.
Bye!*

Ashly Weisgerber: I would
like to thank all my friends
for being there for me, and
wish them the best in the
future. M y M M M s were all
the adventurous roadtrips.
The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen, nor touched
but are felt in the heart.

Kristin Zajaczkowski: Forever and forever farewell. If
we do meet again, why, we
shall smile. If not, why then
this parting is well made.*

Heather White: M y M M M was the lesson I
learned: you never know who your friends are
40

Bryce Wray: I like old muscle cars, classic rock, and
the Dukes of H a z z a r d . /
want to get my kicks before the whole house goes
up in flames~]im Morrison

Andra Jennine Zigay
(Pookie, A n d y ) I w i l l remember all the good times
and the bad times. Each has
taught me a lesson in life. I will remember all
my friends for they have taught me now and
what they will be in the future. I love you all!

ARE WE
THERE
YET?

Garith Anderson

Stephanie Andres

Kyle Arnold

Chelsea Atkins

Adriana Beukovic

Jesse Bhalla

Sarah Bikadi

Gordie Bridges

Lauren Bristowe

Leah Brouse

Jenny Boittiaux

Tegan Bo wn

Austin Burke

Brett Burrow

Marian Burton

Marilyn Cadwallader

James Campbell

Dylan Caron

Jordan Carrie

Jason Casanova

Vanessa Caton

Steven Chau

MaiyaryChhim

Elena Chue

Jennifer Clarke

Sherri Clarke

Colin Clode

Mike Code

KyleColley

Shawn Colley

Devin Columbus

Brian Cool

Amber Corbyn

Chelsea Cony

Carly Cottam

Leahanna Cozens

Lorraine Crinkley

Tyler Croft

AlexCullen

CariCumiskey

GigjChoy

Steven Candy

David Curry

Julie D'Argis

Justin Deans

Sophie Decker

Natalie Delaronde

KiranDev

Jaspreet Dhami

MonaDhaul

Priyanka Dhaul

Vlaho Djurkovic

Rebecca Dodgshon

Matthew Doran

Ashley Down

PamDownie

Gillian Dyck

Danielle Dyson

Danielle Dzioba

GabriellaFea

Craig Flemming

Erin Fraser

Cale French

Rachelle Frost

Kyla Duncan

Angela Fraser
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John Gaudreault

Christin Gemmell

James Gill

Jason Gill

Nicola Grant

Sarah Green

Joshua Geyer

Richard Gibson

Rebecca Giles

Jesse Graff

Jennie Graham

Chris Greene

Jennifer Grudniski

Arthur Guest

Nicole Gustafson

Chris Hancock

Sarah Hawkes

Sarah Hayes

MackieHaymes

Shawn Hefele

Kimberly Hersey

Sophie Hesling

Kimberiy Hewellyn

Matthew Hillis

RyanHindley

i

QuinnHall

TomGerrard

m
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Alisha Henault

Simon Hoang

MikeHobbs

Jennifer Hoogland

Chanrika How

Jordan Hughes

Tyler Hughes

Kyle Jamieson

Caitlin Jensen

Nicole Jensen

Roberto Jensen

Ruby Johal

Simmy Johal

Angela Johnston

Jeff Johnston

Sarah Juricic

Bhawan Kaler

Tej Kaloti

Chris Kashman

Drew Lajeunesse

Danny Lalonde

Graham Leask

Samantha Leatham

k
Kyle Kissinger

EvanLangley

1

Asia Kolodziejak

Melany Lashley

NemanjaKosjer

Breann Lawrie

VickramKullar

Jon Lazeo
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KristineLeckie

Dianne Lennerton

Colin Leonard

Colleen Leppkv

Eric Leguesne

JeffLohr

Collin Macdonald

IanMacdonald

Melissa Macdonald

Ryan Macdonald

Scott Macfarlane

Breanna Mackay

SeanMacmillan-Murphy

Robynne Manifold

Chris Mar

Lindsay Markin

Nicholas Marra

Steven Marte

Joanna Mason

Cassie Maccambridge

Dave Mcelroy

MattMclay

Andrew Mclean

TaniceMcneil
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Daniel Melnyk

Stephanie Muloin

Chelsea Metcalf

Keil Michalski

Stevin Mills

Matthew Mingo

Michael Minns

Amanda Moran

Andrew Morton

Lindsey Mosses

ErickaMunoz

CoraMunroe

Josh Nelson

Nicole Newton

Rachel Nicholls

CorrieNielson

Daivd Northcott

Sam On

Mike Ooms

David Osborne

Jordie Owen

Debbie Pabsdorf

Marisa Palmer

Brian Paterson

Sanford Pattison

Jennifer Patton

Steven Paulson

^-4
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Shane Pederson

Morgan Perry

Katie Peterson

Sherri Pnilhps

Sarin Pich

Shelina Point

Tyrun Sherwood

Breanne Short

Lindsy Shuflita

Jessica Skorepa

Marlon Smith

Michael Smith

Matthew Southam

Trayton Spaidal

Phillip Stranges

Jason Taylor

Blake Shull

Mandy Sihota

Jessi Simpson

Suzanne Smith

Mandeep Sohi

Savroop Sohi

Sheena Sproule

Chelsea Steffens

Chelsea Steinke

Jocelyn Stenner

John Stremble

Danika Sweline

Randeep Takhar

Amy Tang

Dallas Taylor

Graham Tennant

John Thai

Anna Tjhin

Ryan Topping
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Robert Trinh

Scott Tucker

Ny Ung

Ronnie Vaugeois

Crystal Vaughan

Jesse Veitch

JimVesal

Heather Vickery

Peter Von Kanel

Ashley Walker

Angela Warns

OwenWatkins

Shannon Weber

Sandra West

Lorisa Westman

Candice Wheeler

Vanessa White

Brianna Whyte

Melissa Winder

Kevin Witschel

Jeff Wong

Matthew Young

Chris Zarft

I
A

Aaron Wicks
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Mathieu Wong-Rose
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Tyler Wickware

Cassidy Wilson
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Jennifer Wood
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Laura Woods

Avi Woycheshin

Proud to Be a...What?
Warm Fuzzy Assembly

What's warm, fuzzy, and touches
more people than a mall Santa Claus? The
Spectrum Warm Fuzzy of course!
The Warm Fuzzy assembly began
right after D Block, with Leadership students trying madly to untangle a hairy
mess of pompom necklaces. Fortunately,
everyone got a necklace (or two or three
or four). Who would have guessed that
700 plus teenagers would be excited to
wear a pompom around their necks?
Throughout the assembly we were introduced to the members of the fall batch
of sports teams including rowing , boys
and girls volleyball, boys soccer, field
hockey, and the cross country runner,
Janet Nielson. We were hugged by an
oversized walking and talking stuffed
mascot and pumped up by Mr. Boland to
be all that we can be at Spectrum. Grade
twelve, Robin Mcintosh, passed the Warm
Fuzzy down to grade eleven Lauren
Bristowe in a Spectrum tradition.
Teachers and students were in the
highest spirits while they watched the
events. The dance class showed us they
were "All Shook Up" and a group of
Leadership students dramatized "The
Real Story of the Warm Fuzzy", a play
about the Warm Fuzzy and the Cold
Prickly.
The finale to the Assembly was the
highlight of days to come. The Hokie
Song, complete with costumes. Yes, we're
proud to be Hokies here at Spectrum. A l though the song doesn't quite make sense
yet to the grade elevens, we sang along to
the "talented" Old Wavers. This assembly will laugh, er, live on in our hearts
forever!
Clockwise from top: Cam Bertram, Shannon
Gibson, Lindsay McRae, Kristin Grimmer,
Bree Bird, Jasmin Dance, Jeff Lohr, Robin
Mcintosh, Lauren Bristowe
Layout-Rebecca Dodgshon
Article-Kelly Bennett, Kyla Duncan

A Poet's Soul:
Write under misty moonlight,
live in the moment.
Seek ideas from nature
Wander
And wonder
Alone.
Relax with a cat in a dusty sunbeam.
Stop
and gaze through the blue veil to other universes.
Play tag with
Waves (but let them win)
Dream in vibrant colour.
Ask children questions, listen to their answers.
Dove. Intensely.
Follow stars through icy nights.
Colour outside the lines.
Rise beyond what 'is'
And don't let go.
-Carrie McLellan
Inspired by Shannon Wall

Alchemist Poet
Poetry is the alchemy of words,
The poet transforms ink on a page
As the wiseman turns copper to gold;
Infusing the writing with a glimmer of light.
-Dan Baart

On February 13, Spectrui
students and faculty had th
opportunity of a lifetime. Susa
Musgraves, an artistic, outspc
ken and controversial poe
spoke of her exciting, yet trag:
life as a writer. She kept us a
on the edge of our seats, wit
thrilling stories of her once wil
self. Musgrave described i
mesmerizing detail her pre
found first comings of poetr
Serious issues were describe
with a refreshing sense <
humour. She stimulated 01
minds as she read her favourii
poems. Each one so brilliant
diverse, opening our eyes to
writer's point of view. Questior
were asked about Susan's tc
covered car. She explained i"
appearance by saying, "I'm a
tistic, and I won't ever have 1
worry about it being stolen
This surprising and hilarious
true answer had everyone huj
ging their sides in laughter.

POET UNPLUGGEL

m Remembers
-he hosts of the Remembrance
Day
Assembly,
Cameron Bertram and Lindsay
McRae, led us through the solemn events of the day. We had
the Remembrance Day traditions like two minutes of silence , O Canada and In
Flander's Fields. The Last
Post was played by Dave
Kroeger on the trumpet. Talents within the school paid
tribute to lost soliders and veterans of wars. The band played
the classics Beau Ideal March
and Abide with Me. Spectrum
Dancers performed a lyrical
dance to LeAnn Rimes' Please
Remember. Special guest,
peace officer Mr. McMillan
Murphy, gave a touching
speech about his experiences
abroad. The assembly helped
us to remember those who
gave their lives for Canada.

Clockwise from top left:
Laura Reed, Shawn
Leatham, Mr. MacmillanMurphy, Breanne Short,
Cassie McCambridge,
Suzanne Smith, Sarah
Juricic and Carrie Stuart.
layout and article" Kyla Duncan
and Marisa Palmer

Love is in the
th

On February 13 , not
only was the promise of
love for the following day
in the air, but so was the
music of the dance party
happening in Spectrum's
theatre. Student Leadership organized this
event, putting in many
long hours of planning,
ticket selling and yes,
cleaning up.
From eight until eleven
students and guests
danced their hearts out.
Attendees were grooving
to everything from chart
hits, to the classics, to
the hottest techno beats,
to the most romantic
songs, to the latest club
hits. Everyone who attended worked up a
Layout-Kyla Duncan,
Rebecca Dodgshon
Article~Kyla Duncan

sweat, dancing song after song, then slowing it
down to cuddle up to
that special someone for
one of the many slow
songs.
Highlights included
stunning strobe lights,
red, white and pink
heart-shaped balloons
tumbling from the ceiling, thrilling laser lights,
and dancers crowding
the stage to shake it
around the DJ.
The dance brought in
a huge crowd and was
very successful.
It
helped to bond couples
and it also showed many
others who their true
loves were, and created
a few new ones.

Visitors From Japan

Burning

,

Hittin the Mats
"This year's team was terrific,"
said proud coach Bob Schwartz. Most
members were novices so they had
to work hard to learn the moves. In
competition, they were u p against
tough seasoned veterans but win or
lose, the wrestlers were excellent
ambassadors for Spectrum.
Darcy G u l d b r a n d s e n a n d Jesse
Sihota, directed by head coach E d
Ashmore, coached most of the practices. They received NCCP Technical level 1 for their efforts. Darcy and
Jesse also refereed at many of the
tournaments. Both will be recommended for upgraded to B C 2 WresV.I.Novice Championships-Courtenay
-Mathieu Wong-Rose 1st (66kg)
-Joel Rubletz
1st (84kg)
-Julie Masse
2nd
SFU War On The Floor, Coquitiam
-Mathieu Wong-Rose 2nd (66kg)
BC Age Class Tournament, Kamloops
-Darcy Guldbrandsen
3rd (HWT)

Team Members: Julie Masse, Lakhbir
Gill, Darcy Guldbrandsen, Joel Rubletz,
Jesse Sihota, Mathieu Wong-Rose
C o a c h e s : £ d Ashmore, Bob Schwartz,
Werner Jonas

Clockwise from top right: Joel
Rubletz; Joel Rubletz; Bob Schwartz,
Jesse Sihota, Darcy Guldbrandsen,
Daniel Igalis, Ed Ashmore
Layout-Rebecca Dodgshon, Carrie Stuart
Article-Carrie Stuart

tling Official status.
The long season begining September 2000 and ending with the National Cadet/Juvenile C h a m p i o n ships in April, 2001.
On November 4, 2000, Daniel Igali,
Canadian Olympic Gold Medallist and
World
C h a m p i o n , a n d Kjeld
Brodsgaard (FILA E), Canadian Olympic Wrestling Official, visited Spectrum during the Annual B C Wrestling Coaches Clinic.
November 25, 2000, S p e c t r u m
wrestlers won two gold medals and
one silver at the Vancouver Island
Novice Championships.

Cruisin' the Gorge
The year 2000 was our most
successful year, for the largest
turn out of enthusiastic rowers
ever. Our twenty-three athletes
showed outstanding teamwork
and dedication to the sport.
The team practiced three
times a week at Gorge Rowing
Club, and twice a week on dry
land. All of this preparation paid
off as Spectrum's rowing team
tore through the water at Elk
Lake, finishing second place in
the girls eight and third in the
boy's quad. In a run off heat one
quad achieved second place. The
effort in each race was amazing.
This year many of the parents
participated and it was very helpful to the team.
Team members: Sara Chapman,
Leahanna
Cozens,
Claire
Cawnden, Bethany Ellis, Gabriella
Fea, Meara Fletcher,
Christina
Gemmell, Sarah Green,
Kathleen
Hammell,
Kristine
Leckie,
Cory
McConnell,
Dan
Raymond,
Chealsea Steinka, Marlon
Smith,
Celine Purcell, Brianne Taylor, Jim
Vesal, Jenny Waterson,
Mellissa
Winder, Melanie Williams,
Chris
Wormsley.
Coaches
Scott
Goodmanson, Peter Hunter,
Kelda
Cobham.
Centre: Leahanna Cozens, Peter
Hunter
Layout-Rebecca Dodgshon, Carrie Stuart
Articles-Desiree Houle

Look At 'Em Go!
noted, This hard working and dedicated team
is a great group to be
around."
The team: Jordie Owen,
The highlight of this
year's dedicated boys
team, was the Christmas tournament at
Romona High, San Diego. They gave it their
best shot, but came up
short in the end. However, they enjoyed Mission Beach, Mexico, and
watching an Oklahoma
State game. Returning
grade l i s should make
for a promising team
next year. The team's
record was 19-21 in
league play. They practiced 4 or 5 times a
week consistently all
season. They lost in the
second round of the
Lower Island Playoffs.
However, they beat the
sixth ranked Thomas
Haney from Coquitiam.
Coach Gord Thatcher

Steve Nguyen, Oak Chau,
Dave McElroy, Robin Mcintosh, Chris Owen, Eric
Lequesne, Richard Gibson,
Kiel Michalski, Cody Brown,
Matt Haldane, Dan Seel,
Chad Campbell. Coaches:
Gord
Thatcher,
Grant
Boland.
Manager: Zach
Antonissen.

1

We Are The Champions
The team had amazing
natural talent this year,
and there was great
leadership from the
grade 12's. All members
were quick, excelled on

defence, and always
put in the extra effort.
Teamwork and consistent hard work allowed
the girls to go as far as
they did.
The team placed first
in the Victoria Police
Tournament, with All
Stars Gillian Brooke and
Claire Hitchmough,
Lunelle McLean.

MVP

The girls also won the
Dover Bay Tournament. The greatest victory was beating Mt.
Doug in the final game
of the City Championships by 25 points.
Although the girls suffered an emotional,
heartbreaking two-point
loss to Claremont in the
semi-finals of the Island
Championships, there
were no regrets. Gillian
Brooke was named the
Tournament's Best Defensive Player, and
Lunelle

McLean

was

a

second All Star. Congratulations on an outstanding effort.Team:
Kathleen Armstrong, Lauryn
Bristowe, Gillian Brooke,
Mariah
Burton,
Sophie
Decker, Claire Hitchmough,
Lunelle Mc-Lean,
Carla
Pusateri,
and
Heather
Vickery. Excellent coaches:
Gary Brooke and Dallas
Lansdell.
layout-Carla Pusateri
Articles-Carla Pusaten, Shetina
Point

Clock***! from top: Sophie
Decker^ Gillian Brooke,
Lunelle McLean, Claire
Hitchmough, HeathejJAckery
v
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Spare,
Strike,
Turkey!
Every
Wednesday
at
Mayfair Lanes, eleven students
got together to bowl. The team
members were divided into four
teams: The Space

Cowgirls:

Rebecca Giles, Carly Cottam,
Vanessa White; The Bowl

Shift:

Steve Ward, Tyler Hughes, Matthew Going; The Shooters: Steve
Marte, Chris Greene, Daniel
Bull; The What. John Ratchford,
James McMillan. This exciting
event was sponsored by Julia
Grant. The team had a great
time mastering the technique of
the over-looked difficulty of bowling. Grade twelve students were
able to apply for scholarships at
the end of the season from the
Optimist Club, the sponsors of
the league. The scholarships
ranged from $200-$300.
Congratulations to Daniel
Bull, who had the highest average (176.8), positioning himself
as the top bowler in the city for
his age group.

Top left: Chris Greene
Top right: Daniel Bull
layout-Carla Pusateri
Article-John Ratchford

When looking for a group
)f hard working, energetic,
md high spirited individuals
me needs look no further
:han the Spectrum Cross
Dountry team.
This year was a good one
or the team. All team memoers contributed excellent
ibility and endurance. They
net every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday after school
;hroughout September and
Dctober practicing for the
Greater Victoria High School
Dross Country Races. Janet

Nielson

did particularly well at
this event finishing 2 overall
in the seven races in which she
competed, against approximately 70 runners. Janet later
went to the Island Championships where she finished in the
top 20, competing against 120
runners. Way to go Janet!
The Garden City 10K, which
took place on April 29 was also
a huge success for Spectrum.
Last year there were more
than 30 staff and student participants and this year there
were even more. The hard work
nd

th

and dedication the cross country runners have shown has led
us to having the most money
raised for the Heart and Stroke
Foundation 4 years and counting.
Team Members:
Nathan
Barrett,
Nielson,

Mark
Dan

Gerow,
Melnyk,

Janet

Coach: Lou Hetke

HI'*

f
Crossin'
the
Line...

What a successful year for the
Boys Soccer Team! Winning the
League Championship, the coveted Colonist Cup, and the Island Championship, the team
earned the prestigious title of
Triple Crown winner. The Spectrum "lads" demonstrated terrific talent all season long. All
these titles came as a result of
a tremendous amount of dedication and hard work.

Triple
Crown
Winners
layout-Carla Pusateri
Article-Darren Smith

Teamwork was the key to this
great season. Soccer has always
had a rich history at Spectrum.
Congratulations go to the team
for their part in continuing the
strong soccer tradition of our
school.
The season was not just exciting for the team members
themselves, but also for Spectrum students, many of whom
cheered crazily at many tough
matches.
The team has continually set
a high standard for the team of

the future. Team members
Conor Quinn, Robin
Mcintosh
Brian Cool, Scott Cadwallader, Le<
Cathcart,
Chris Lubinich, Geo]
Pakos, Jordie Hughes, Tony Flynr
Mark Gerow, Sarin Pich, Dusti,
Ross, Mark Gudowski, Stu Dun
ning, Ryan Windley, Jason Taylot
Kyle Olson, Dan Melnyk, Eric Ryai
Windley, Jason Taylor, Kyle Olson
Dan Melnyk, Eric LeQuesne,
Tyle
Hughes Coach: Darren Smith
Clockwise from top left: Lea Cathcan
Jordie Hughes, Tony Flynn, Cono
Quinn, Kyle Olson, Robin Mcintosh
Tony Flynn

High
Hopes
After a very strong start the
girls have suffered a few slight
set backs with some tough
losses. At the time of writing
however, they are looking
forward to returning to their"
early form and finishing strong.
Ultimately the squad is hoping
to make the top four in the
league and therefore reach the
playoffs.
No matter what, this year has
been very enjoyable and Smitty
said, "This is a terrific group to
be around".
Team Players: Leahanna
Cozens, Mackenzie Haymes,
Jenn Hoogland, Amber
Garaway, Morgan Schwartz,
Kathleen Armstrong, Shauna
Toakley, Gillian Dyck, Dayna
Schellenberg, Layla Monk,
Jenna Brazier, Sarah Juricic,
Shannon Gibson , Lynelle
McLean, Sherri Elwell
Char Dary, Kelcey Erlandson,
Alex Cullen
Coach: Darren Smith
Top: Morgan Schwartz, Jen Hoogland,
Lynelle McLean
Middle .Lynelle McLean, Amber
Garaway
layout & article-Samantha Lamb,
Lindsey Rigg

A,

With a little more time and a
little more practice, this team
could have been the dark horse
to make the news at the Island
Championships. The team was
full of natural athletes who
showed the ability to give the
more experienced and 'taller'
teams a good run for their
money. The regular season was
full of promise, with victories
over Mount Douglas, Pacific
Christian School, Vic High,
Lambrick Park, Oak Bay, and the
top ranked Claremont. The City
Championships saw the team
take eventual Lower Island
Champs Belmont to a two-hour,
five set marathon, which ended
in heartbreak.
In the end, however, it was
only a few points that stood in
the way of a berth in the Island
Championships. Led by a strong
offence from Kiel Michalski and
Bunroth Mao, this team was fueled by lot of heart and teamwork, which was necessary
given their slight height disadvantages in most games. Coach
Peter Matsubara concluded, "All
in all, it was a great season and
you made your rookie coach extremely proud. I wish I could
have given you more time.
Thanks for your effort guys."
Team members: Tyler
Hughes,
Oak Chau, Steve Nguyen,
Bunroth
Mao, Ny Ung, Noeun Ung, Kiel
Michalski, Dora Duong. Coach: Peter Matsubara
Clockwise from top: Steve Nguyen,
Dora Duong, Oak Chau, Noeun Ung
Tyler Hughes, Oak Chau, Noen Ung,
Kiel Michalski

ew Talent
The team's goal was to finish
in the top four teams in league
play and to qualify for the Island Championships. Only two
players returned from last
year's team, Janet Nielson and
Gill Brooke, making this a rebuilding year. The girls finished
the season in fourth place in
league play, won the Victoria
High School Tournament and
finished fifth in the Camosun
Tournament. This was a good
season for a young team. The
girls sported new uniforms and
matched their smart play with
their smart appearance.
Summing up the season Mac
said, "Very, very nice!"
Team Members: Gillian Brooke,
Mariah Burton, Sarah Juricic,
Nadine MacMillan, Janet
Nielson, Bree Short, Rene
Springer, Shauna Toakley,
and Heather Vickery.
Top Left: Shauna Toakley, Bree Short,
Sarah Juricic, Nadine MacMillan,
Mariah Burton, Gillian Brooke
Bottom left: Heather Vickery, Janet
Nielson, Bree Short

GOING
FULL
SPEED
Softball in the winter? The
girls fast pitch softball team got
an early start on the season with
practises in the school gym. With
nine returning players from last
season and five rookies, Spectrum was in the hunt for another
champion ship.
The big guns at pitching this
year were Lindsay Lubinich, Taylor Chaterand Sarah Karpati. Each
player put in a lot of hardwork
to make this season a success.
"Hitting is the key for our
success this season. Offence
looked great with the addition of
Mackenzie (Big Mac Attack)
Haymes' batting," says coach
John Martin. "Lindsay Kissinger,
Bree Short and Sarah Juricic
helped as always, game in and
game out, to put runs on the
board."
Overall, coaches Lubinich
and Martin considered all of the
girls, stars. Spectators agreed
that they certainly did Spectrum
proud. Way to go girls softball!
Team members: Lindsey

Mosses,
Bree Short, Melissa Winder, Lindsay Kissinger,
Sarah
Juricic,
Mackenzie Haymes, Sarah Karpati,
Taylor Chater, Alyssa Taylor, Emily
Hawkins, Jowi Alexander,
Lindsay
Lubinich, Vanessa Caton,
Kelsey
Selbee.
Special
thanks
to
Bruce
Lubinich and Sports Traders from
John Martin and the team for supplying equipment and uniforms over
the past years.
Clockwise middle left: Emily Hawkins;
Lindsay Lubinich, Lindsay Kissinger

Article-Lindsey Rigg, Samantha Lam
Layout-Rebecca Dodgshon

HOCKEY
PLAYERS
IN SKIRTS
This year's team is only the
second team at Spectrum in
twelve years. The girls had a
good year and were in high spirits the whole time. The team:
Amber Garraway, Sarah Karpati,
Hong Tran, Dayna
Schellenberg,
Jenn Crothers, Lindsay
Kissinger,
Becka
Kennedy,
Kathleen
Armstrong, Lynelle McLean, Julie
Masse, Sophie Decker,
Leahanna
Cozens, Adriana Beukovic, Morgan
Perry, Sam Leatham, Joanna Mason, Alex Cullen, Jenna
Brazier,
Rachelle
Frost,
Tasleem
Mall.

Coach: Heather Benson,

a coun-

sellor at Colquitz and an excellent field hockey player. Manager: Kathy

J

Armstrong.

This team was a very positive and hardworking group
which was adjusting to the technical and tactical aspects of the
game. It was a very steep learning curve and focuses on the basics and positional play to generate some momentum throughout the season.
The team showed a lot of
teamwork and they all got along
very well. It was a good yet
scoreless season for Spectrum,
and the girls had lots of fun.
Clockwise top to bottom: Lynelle McLean,
Jenn Crothers, Amber Garraway and
Leahanna Cozens
Layout - Erin Nelson and Danielle Dzioba
Article - Amber Garraway

C l o c k w i s e top left: C a r r i e S t u a r t ,
Rachel Innes; Oliver Fehr , Diane
Lennerton, K a r m i n Snow, Jennifer
Wood, Nicole Newton,
Chelsea
Steffens; L i n d s a y L u b i n i c h , Danielle
Bailey, Jessica B u d y n s k i , A n d r a
Zigay, R o n D z i a d y k , C a i t l i n Jensen,
Carla Pusateri; Natasha Simmons,
Steve R a n t , L i n d s e y M o s s e s .

C l o c k w i s e top left: C o l i n K i r b y ,
Stephanie Andres, Kelly Leonard, P a m
Downie, Suzanne Smith, Alisha
Henault, Natalie Delaronde, J e n n y
Patton; Rebecca Dodgshon, Kelly
Bennett, Marisa Palmer,
Katie
Peterson; Jeff Wong, Ian McAllister,
Yuta Yokoe;
Heather White, Lesia
Szwender, Heather Wood ,Ashlee
Lacey, L a u r a Reed, E r i k Tandberg,
Mike Ruffolo, Alberto C a r r a n z a , Jas
Johal, Kyle Reid.

Clockwise top left: Mark Gerow, Hong Tran;
Angela Li, Krissy Grimmer; Ian Sherwood,
Chris Hancock Carly Cottam, Kevin Witschel
, Marilyn Cadwallader, Jesse Veitch, Chelsea
Metcalf, Rebecca Giles; Josh Geyer, Jiwan
Sekhon; Jenna Brazier, Conor Quinn.

layout- Marisa Palmer & Rebecca Dodgshon

Clockwise top left: Amber Corbyn, Alicia
Spark; Cassandra Cruse, Brooke Norbury,
Julie Masse, Karl Porter; Claire Hitchmough,
Leanna Madill; Brittoni Inglis, Laura
Kalynchuk, Jenny McCallum; Candice
Edwards, Sam Leatham.

ft

Clockwise top left: Chris Kucheran, Aaron
Stevenot, Scott Cadwallader; Christina
Gemmell, Aaron Wicks, Brett Burrow, Kim
Hersey, Jennie Graham; Mark Edwards,
Allison Hammell, David McElroy, Derek
Drysdale, Shannon Meyer, Bree Bird, Danielle
Dyson, Crystal Vaughan, Kristal Schwartz;
Shawn Leatham, Kathleen Armstrong.

The Armadillo
On the dusty plains
Of New York,
I see an armadillo.
He likes toast.
But,
He prefers
The industry
Of Kit-Kat bars,
Dressed in their
Blood red wrappers
And tinfoil
Undergarments.
Secretly,
He munches on the poisoned
chocolate
In the library.
He is a stupid animal.
~Rhia Charko

-Dylan Choo
Splinter
A plane of ice too thick to see
the liquid held so dearly
Beneath the barrier
fogged and blemished
encases a life unseen
Frozen crystals start to
thin
almost revealing within
Delicately, it holds together
so resistant
not to shatter
These are the ones who get stepped on.
—Alexis Baran

Catch My Hand
Creeping
around
the corner
I watch
with clouded eyes
and trembling heart
I have become a diluted image
scared, fragile
lonely
I want help
please help me. . .
The raging pain
trapped inside
a cage
that has no door
Catch my hand
drip
drip
drip
Can I go on?
The numbness cannot compare to the true pain I feel
The beautiful figure which I had envisioned
The Barbie doll in truth which I have become
Why am I falling into this well?
The rope in hand
I have no grip
no strength
Where is my family?
I love you all
I need you all so much

I see the mirror
I see myself
and I see nothing
mom
please help me. . .
Catch my hand
drip
drip
drip
-Jesse Graff

M a Cherie, Comment s'est
Passe ta Journee
II s'est servi des pommes de terre
et il a parle
II s'est choisi de la viande
et il a parle
II a parle, mais il ne m'a pas parle,
II a parle, mais il n'a rien dit,
II n'a pas parle du repas que je lui ai fait,
II n'a pas mentionne ma nouvelle robe,
II a parle de la pluie
et de son equipe favorite,
Enfin, sans rien dire,
Je l'ai laisse seul, dans le silence.
-Katie Humphries
Super Jesus, Lightning Star
Michelle Balog
I'm floating
Down
The liquid road past a white farm house
With a giant, bright green turtle
And a man in a black three-piece with stovepipe.
All looks pale and artificial;
Plastic faded in the sunny dew soaked grass of
A summer morning.
Fake and ridiculous
As Christ in a monster truck
Tearing around a mall parking lot
Shaking his fist and yelling obscenities.
A road-raged, high-octane saviour
Looking to score with my girlfriend
In the electric white starlight.
"Dan Baart
Red Whip
Take the whip and hit it hard
Slash me with deep red skin
Carve your name and poke some fun
Chain me up
Tie me down
Make it so I can't fall down
Take the leather
Scrape it long
Against my blood
Coloured skin
Feel my cry
Agonies Angel
My eyes pulse red
Continue while I slowly drop
My head left to hold me up
Watch me fall
Onto the ground
Where my feet don't reach
The ground is where I want to be
Where I belong
Where I go when you are done
-Jesse Graff

<2y

-Rhia Charko

Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui tient ton coeur a la main
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui danse avec toi et te touche
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui essuie les larmes de ton visage
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui te surveille en dormant
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui te propose l'avenir
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui t'embrasse et te donne des bises
Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Qui vous accompagne dans la pluie
-Julie Bergman

Dear Melanle

Je ne serai jamais cherie...
Mais je t'aime quand meme
—Becka Kennedy

The rats are trapped in the
kitchen
and we can't seem to find the
gold
half my skin is still stuck to the
wall
and all the good little children
Stayed home.
-Alexis Baran

Ode to Hydrogen

0, Hydrogen
0, number one element,
You dwell remotely
Estranged from your gaseous brethren
Instead you must settle with the alkali metals
Moreover, do not fret, for one day
You shall be coupled with Helium
Your most immediate kinsman
in the meanwhile fraternize with oxygen
For I understand she is unattached and into threesomes
if you know what I mean
-Cameron Bertram

Poet

- Jeff Spilsbury

Sitting beside me, more or less
aloof and lofty,
I often wonder why she chases strange
faces in far off places,
Where the world can't find her,
Where the world can't hurt her,
I'd like to follow her there sometime.
—Lon Sheehan
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Time

[ \ | i g h t ~[ime Q o r

Time
Passes
I am left
Alone
In the pitch black
To solve
My boggles

{—laming sltlj
\ / i s i o n s in t h e n i g h t

Careen leaves

falling

P a l l i ng

D O W N

j—|ard l a n d i n g
Soft

bed

S p r i n g s s p r u n g all a r o u n d

There is no
Help
I have been deserted
Cold
Confused
Alone
Laura Reed

^ ^ a r m t h and spreading
/ \ n excursion o f passion

—Cassandra

Crus

-Britt Inglis

-Rob Swanson

Cheers Is The Greatest Motivational Speaker
Of The 21 Century
st

In my house the TV is always on.
The power button doesn't work,
But the thumb is broken anyway.
~ L o n Sheehan

-Julie Bergman

Who's For You?
I am no longer driving,
Charles Dickens
has stolen my seat.
He floats
Orbs of ink
And wants me to find the rabbits.
He demands I not think
Of beachballs;
By 4:20 we'll all be dead.
Who's for you?
Who's for you?
Who's for you...
~ Dan Baart
Lost wishes
Innocent bright-eyed children
wish
Upon the brightest 'star'
Through a hazy mahogany
dusk
A dilapitated space station
Is a shining beacon of truth

-Andy Anderson

\i/

But not to teddy bear pajamas.
-Carrie McLellan
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•Michelle Balog
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~Lon Sheehan
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Angel
Last night an angel was in my presence
I don't know which heaven she is from
I do know that she is mine now
Life seems so pointless
Depression devouring me
To an awakening of sorts
Now I live in her
Through her
Because of her
I will never leave
With this divine being here now
I must end all thoughts and
Depart consciousness
-Jaymes Moore
-Carrie Mclellan
Imagination
Penguins play peacefully
Or fight with one another,
Even bite one another
Then, all is well.
Really, they seem friendly.
You'd think that anyway.
So if I poke them...
Understand that they will defend themselves!
Can't you see what they're doing?
Killing your thoughts?
Suicidal penguins damn you all!
-Rhia Charko
Ode To Hungry Hungry Hippos
O, Hungry Hungry Hippos,
O, alliterated children's game,
You are a game about eating
Eating as much as you can
I tried this once
Mom yelled at me for being fat
You've ruined my life
-Cameron Bertram

84 -JA'ft

-Julie Bergman

The Human Experience
A child born to this world, innocent 'til thefirstbreath.
Until it ingests the anger and feai that pollute the air.
And must live with such terrible temptation.
Life itself may be contaminated, yet some flourish amidst the cloud.
While others are not so lucky.
When asked, the fortunate say, "the air is not as fulsome as the nose
implies."
And how true they are.
The scent of a autumn dewfilledmorning.
Or newborn bread, warm and welcoming.
So why is it my child, that when you raise a pocket full of posies to your
hps
Do you smell only the dirt in your fingernails and the newly forming rot
Upon flowers subjected to a slow and drawn out death?
I just don't understand my dear.
They smell lovely to me.

V
-sets.

—Jeff Spilsbury
Tout l'argent dans le monde
II s'est achete un grand manoir,
Avec des jardins tout autour.
II s'est achete une voiture chere,
L'auto rouge, importee de l'Allemagne.
II s'est achete un yacht luxeux,
Et puis il a parcouru les mers
II a voyage autour du monde,
En Egypte, au Bresil, en Inde, en Italic
II a eu toutes les choses qu'il a voulues,
Les bijoux, Tor, l'argent, et les diamants

~Dan Baart

Mais quand meme il a tout,
II est plutot seul...
—Shannon Gibson

Ike contour of the wood
Jits perfectly along

Mvi leg
Mu eues reach forward
And winder along

the neck
three of mm finger tips
Pressed into the strings
two loir, one high
And I drag

Mil thumb
to make a sound

A drum-like sound
Ike sound called 6
I hum along and close

Mi) eues
-Julie Bergman

-Julie Bergman
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WE WILL
MISS YOU
MRS. THAYER
^ bid a dear friend ootvL colleague a £owL
farewell as IP prepare, this p a ^ e for
publication When Doreen ^at^-er re-tires in
5une she will leave Spec-trtA^ /p.ietl(A-,
i(M>ifyflfMtf' her s-tuHe. Spec-trm will lose one
of i-ts m.ost innovative a m i dedicated
-teachers- Doreen is a dreamer a n d innova-tor
a n d kWoujtfwuJz her teaching- i/^-ears she
sought -to K a t e her classroom exciting,
kVobu^rik provokLin^" curui current for all those
s-ttuiea-ts who were fort(/.iaa£e enough -to
b e in her courses.
During-her iA-ears a t Spectrum, 'Mrs "f"
taught Hoiwe E-aonomics, Career & Personal
Banning PsiA^Wolo^rw a n d CoKKunications.
^ n all -these subjects she brought her own
W^uue touch -to -the course. Her love of ^rOKes, friendly aoKpe-ti-tion, in^uiri*- a n d creativiti^have always been evident in her classroom. AsH o n t A - of her s-tu^en-ts a n H the<^- will vouch
for -this.'
As a s t a f f member, Doreen constantly refunded -the res-t of us -tha-t -the s-tfA^ien-ts should
be -the 5*h concern in all our decisions a n d deliberations. When it ca^ve -to FVo-D da<#5, we
could be sure -tha-t Doreen would co^e up with a twist which would K a t e -the d a y ' s events
Kore Keanin/v-ful a n d y e t , she never toot credit for these innovative a n d thou^Kt
provotin^f activities. Her wish was always to avoid the spotlii^ht.
o k sure that 3> speat on behalf of all the s t a f f a m i s,ht/d£nis, when ^ saw- that we
shall Kiss Doreen as a colleague, teacher a n d friend. £ shall certainly- Kiss her
friendship, her wisdoK, her QAxiVMr (kxvL her contribution to Spectrum which she K a d e in her
own /guiet, effective a n d enduring- w a y
^ Unow that Doreen will envoy her retirement years because she has so K a n y
interests to pursue. Her husband ri^\raL froK teaching- last y e a r a n d he anxiously awaits
Doreen's retireKent so that t h e y c a n travel a n d engay their numerous interests together.
Messages in the 'Warn fizzur'
publications over the years are testOKent to Doreen's
impact a n d influence on the sliid.ejn.ks and, teachers a t Spectrum.
We will Kiss you Doreen as you leave /mietly, no Kuss, no fuss, but please teep in touch.

Sark
Sees
Gold At
The End
Of The
Rainbow
Ted Sarkissian
retires this year after thirty three wonderful years of teaching. His teaching
career began in Quesnel B. C. where he taught for two years. Ted Sarkissian,
known to the students
and staff as "Mr. Sark", moved to Victoria in 1970, where he taught at High Rock Junior for one year.
He began his Spectrum Career at Mount View, and has been a permanent fixture ever since. Over the
last thirty-three years Mr. Sark has taught all sciences, including Chemistry, Biology, Health Science
and Earth Science; he's also a skilled photography teacher. Mr. Sark coached several teams; girl's
soccer, ice hockey in the ice age, and yes, of course golf.
Mr. Sark has a passion for travelling, he must have been bitten by a travel bug when he was
young. His travels have taken him to places such as Europe, Jamaica, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. Photography is also a great subject of interest for Mr. Sark, he can always be seen
snapping pictures around the school. If you can't find Mr. Sark in a classroom, you're sure to find him
out on the golf course. Mr. Sark's time there is well spent, as his handicap is 5. Watch out Senior Tour
players!
Although Mr. Sark will be missed at Spectrum, he is taking on an exciting new life. Travelling (is
climbing Mount Everest next?), golfing (to of course, further reduce his handicap), photography (National Geographic possibly?), and enjoying all this with his lovely wife, Marcella.
Mr. Sark will be fondly remembered by all of the Spectrum students because: "he has a great
sense of humour and gets along with everyone";
"he always keeps us smiling and makes classes
fun"; "hopefully in your retirement your memory will get better, as you always appear to forget 'you're
name'"; "always smiling, nicest person, always in a good mood"; "genuinely caring"; "never accepts
less than your best"; "smack you one"; "wanna bet"; "high standards and expectations for himself
and students"; "you can have so much fun in his classes joking around but everyone still completely
respects him".
Layout & Article-Dorota Drozd
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Tresh From Broadway, it's
An
ex-evangelist
turned night club singer;
a public enemy disguised
as a minister; his amorous sidekick; a broken
down stock broker in
love with a rich American
heiress; and add her
fiance, an eccentric English gentleman and now
you know why it's called
"Anything Goes"! This
classic Broadway musical came complete with
a timeless score of well
known Cole Porter music and a script full of
failed schemes, people in
disguise and hilarious
plot twists. Director Tim
Barss, Choreographer
Cheryl Koch and Musical

Director Keith
Fraser
worked with a cast of
forty students at least
three times a week, beginning in September
and going through to the

ft

show's very successful
run, March l -3 and
st

rd

7 - 10 . Nasstasia
Yard,
Stephen
Hardy,
Cam
Bertram,
Aaron
Wicks,
Stephanie
Boddam
and
th

th

Lindsay

Lubinich,

filled

the lead roles with charm
and enthusiasm. Harry
Stanbridge,
Bill Gilbert,
Joel Isberg and
Rene

Schwarz

worked

to-

gether to create the dazzling shipboard set and
props, and Jessica

Hall,

Dan
Reid
and
Terri
Cloake organized cos-

tumes and makeup to
complete the dazzling visual effect of an illustrious trans-Atlantic crossing in the dirty thirties.
From start to finish, over
100 students, 20 staff
members and 15 community volunteers were
involved in the production. This was a spectacular show!

Top row from left: Aaron
Wicks, Nasstasia
Yard,
Stephen
Hardy,
Cam
Bertram,
Aaron
Wicks,
Stephanie Boddam
Article ~ Tim Barrs
Layout ~ Carta Pusateri

TH E CAST
Danielle Bailey, Jamie Becvar,
Cameron Bertram, Crystal
Beulah, Stephanie Boddam,
Brett Burrow, Charlind Dary,
Adam Faust, Mark Gerow,
Kristen Grimmer, Chelsea
Homes, Jessica Homes, Steve
Hardy, Emily Hawkins,
Mackenzie Haymes, Rachel
Innes, Loretta Jones, Lindsay
Kissinger, Jamie Kirk, Byron
Kjeldsen, Shawn Leatham,
Colleen Leppky, Kim Llewellyn,
Lindsay Lubinich, Cassie
McCambridge, Robin Mcintosh
Lindsay McRae, Haley Meyer,
Paddy O'Brien, Marisa Palmer,
Katie Peterson, Shelina Point,
Carla Ringheim, Crystal
Rowbottom, Joel Rubletz
Dayna Schellenberg, Jessica
Simpson, Hong Tran, Shannon
Weber, Aaron Wicks, Nasstasia
Yard.

SET PAINTERS
Karlin Audette, Julie Bergman,
David Burton, Rhianna Charko,
Thomas Gerrard, Jen Hoogland,
Alina Jacobson, Jayke Reed
Rajan Saini, Rodolpho Santizo
Dayna Schellenberg, Stephanie St.
Pierre, Ryan Topping
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PRODUCTION
TEAM
Julie Anderson, Kathy
Armstrong, Tim Barss, Pat
Barss, Aaron Bickerton,
Jessica Budynski, Terri Cloak,
Rebecca Dodgshon, Katrina
Farthing, Angela Fraser, Keith
Fraser, John Flatman,
Sharoyne Gaiptman,
Bill Gilbert, Doreen Hall,
Jessica Hall, Sean Herbert,
Joan Herron, Joel Isberg,
Cheryl Koch, Michelle Makin,
Tom Miller, Marisa Palmer,
Geoff Pakos, Erica Raine, Dan
Reid, Rene Schwarz, Harry
Stanbridge, Jim Taylor, Steve
Thomson, Candice Tremblay,
Vince Valasco, Brian Webb,
Brian Whitmore, Sue Wiggins,
Nasstasia Yard

SET
CONSTRUCTION
Jana Bag show, James
Cudmore, Derek Esplen, Jas
Gordaya, Mike Gordon, Chris
Green, Arthur Guest, Matt
Hillis, Ryan Hindley, Angela
Johnson, Aaron Lapointe,
James McMillan, Robynne
Manifold, Kyle Nilson, Michael
Ruffolo, Randeep Takhar,
Brian Tobin, Ben Yancey
Top Left: Krissy Grimmer, Chelsea
Homes, Danielle Bailey, Rachel
Innes, Emily Hawkins, Stephanie
Boddam, Jessica Homes
Top Right: Aaron Wicks, Cam
Bertram, Nasstasia Yard
Bottom Left: Katie Peterson, Carla
Ringheim
Bottom Middle: Stephen Hardy,
Cam Bertram, Aaron Wicks, Tim
Barss, Nasstasia Yard
Layout ~ Shelma Potm^
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Spectrum dance students got a fresh outlook this year from their
new instructor, Cheryl
Koch, who joined the
Spectrum staff this
year. She brought to
the classes her extensive knowledge of the
vast dance styles,
which include jazz,
hip-hop, lyrical, and
swing.

Left page-clockwise from
left- Krista George, Lindsey
Rigg, Rachelle Frost, Cassie
McCambridge, Carrie Stuart,
Colleen Leppky, Carla
Ringheim

Right page-clockwise from
top- Andra
McCambridge,
Chelsea
Hawkins,
Maria Fudge,

Zigay, Cassie
Rachel Innes,
Hames, Emily
Haley Meyer,
Angela Warns

Article and Layout-Carrie
Stuart

Ms. Koch had assistance in choreography
from, Lea Neuman and
Jamie Kirk, both of
whom brought different
aspects of dance to the
class. This year Spectrum dancers were involved in the Victoria
Dance Works Festival
where they received
rave reviews. The dancers worked very hard to

polish every perfor
mance in time for thi
festival. The student!
spent their lunch and af
ter school hours re
hearsing to the point o
exhaustion. All of thei
hard work paid off whei
everyone was amazed
the quality of perfor
mance from the Spec
trum dancers.

Dancers: Jowi Alexander,
George, Jennifer Graham, Kristin
Stephanie Andres, Danielle
Grimmer, Jennifer Grudniski,
Bailey, Aleah Bellavie, Crystal Chelsea Homes, Emily Hawkins,
Beulah, Stephanie Boddam, Amie
Chelsea Hitchcock, Claire
Bourree, Lauren Bristowe, GillHitchmough, Brittoni Inglis,
Brooke, Jessica Budynski, Brett
Rachel Innes, Caitlin Jensen, Jodi
Burrow, Marilyn Cadwallader, Johnson, Loretta Jones,Sarah
Pabsdorf Jennifer Patton, MorVanessa Caton, Taylor Chater,Juricic, Navjot Kaler, Laura
gan
Perry, Ashley Rabey, Lindsey
Ainsley Chorney, Jennifer Clarke,
Kalynchuk, Jamie Kirk, Asia
Rigg,
Carlo Ringheim, Kristal
Natasha Collins, Chelsea Corry,Kolodziejak, Ashlee Lacey,
Schwartz,
Breanne Short, Jessica
Julie D 'Argis, Natalie Delaronde,
Samantha Lamb, Kelly Leonard
Simpson,
Suzanne
Smith, Alicia
Rebecca Dodgshon, Pamela
Colleen Leppky, Jacy Li, Cassie
Spark
Carrie
Stuart,
Hong Tran,
Downie, Dorota Drozd, Kyla
McCambridge, Haley Meyer,
Amanda
Van
Bus
kirk,
Crystal
Duncan, Gillian Dyck, Adam Chelsea Middleton, Morgan
Vaughan,
Val
Velasco,
Angela
Faust, Cheryl Ferreira, RachelleMitchell, Margie Modeste, KimWarns,
Andra
Zigay
Frost, Maria Fudge, Krista
berly Northcott, Deborah

Dancing In
The Street

Musicians
Danielle Bailey
Clarinet
Lindsay Beckerley
Clarinet
Sarah Beckett
French Horn
Cheryl Bisson
Clarinet
Claudette Brine
Tenor Sax.
Gigi Choy
Clarinet
Mike Code
Alto Sax.
Daniel Demers
Drums
Oliver Fehr
Tuba
J o h n Gaudreault
Alto Sax.
Jessica Hames
Alto Sax.
Kristine Leckie
Flute
Shawn Leatham
Clarinet
Dianna Lennerton
Tenor Sax.
Jeffery Lohr
Baritone Sax.
Kelly Leonard
Clarinet
Christopher Mar
Alto Sax.
Chelsea Middleton
Flute
Leigh Pharis
Baritone Horn
Jacob Redlin
Drums
Lindsy Shuflita
Flute
Joshua Smith
Bass Clarinet
Jessie Snow
Drums
Karmin Snow
Bass
Chelsea Steinke
Trombone
Lisa-Marie Vigneault
Bass
Owen Watkins
Bass
Ashly Weisgerber
Flute
Vanessa White
Flute
Melissa Winder
Clarinet
Kevin Witschel
Alto Sax.
From top left: Lindsey Beckerley,
Melissa Winder, Kelly Leonard,
Shawn Leatham, Danielle Bailey,
Jen Bailey, John Gaudreault, Kevin
Witschel, Danny Correia,
Jacob Redlin, Lindsey Beckerley,
Cheryl Bisson, Sarah Beckett,
Danielle Bailey, Jen Bailey,
Josh Smith, Leigh Pharis

More
Sweet
Sounds

"Can you hear that playin?" This
line from Anything Goes might be
asked outside the Band Room this
year where great music was made.
Keith Fraser led the band in tunes
such as Marche Lorraine and Cole
Porter on Broadway. The band was
bigger and better than ever, featuring instruments such as flutes, clarinets, saxophones and French horns.
On April 11, twenty-six band and
choir students left for Hawaii where
they appeared in seven concerts.
During the eight day visit the band
and choir appeared in shopping malls
and evenat a local TV station. Here
in town, the band performed in elementary schools, shopping malls,
and the district wide concert. Keith
Fraser expects 99% of his grade 11
students to be back nex^ear^/

The Sound of
Shoo-be-doo-wop, h u m hum, cha cha cha! If you
strolled past the band room
during C Block, these are
some of the sounds you
would likely hear. Choral
1 1 / 1 2 was a c o u r s e i n
which students learned several different styles of m u sic, including selections by
Billy Joel and the Rankin
Family. Aspiring singers
also learned how to sing in
three-, sometimes four-part
harmony. With exciting performances
including
Victoria Sings, a combined
concert with several elementary schools on March
12 and concerts in some of
our e l e m e n t a r y feeder
schools, the members of the
Choir, conducted by Keith
Fraser, were great ambassadors for Spectrum. Members of the "Hawaii Choir"
performed several numbers
on the golden beaches.
Keep singing, choir!
Clockwise from top left: Sarah
Bikadi, Stephanie Boddam, Kelly
Bennett, Jessica Macartney,
Chriselle Dulin, Carrie Nielsen,
Katie Peterson, Brett Burrow, Jessica Homes
TopRow: (L-R)Jessica
Macartney, Nasstasia Yard,
Tanice McNeil, Angela Fraser,
Kelly Bennett, Lise-Marie
Vigneault, Crystal Beulah, Tiffany
Kilroy,
Stephanie
Boddam, Sarah Bikadi, Loretta
Jones.
Bottom Row: (L-R) Lindsay
Lubinich, Shawn Leatham, Karmin
Snow, Chriselle Dulin, Corrie
Nielsen, Jessica Hames, Katie
Peterson, Brett Burrow, Vanessa
Caton, Dave Osborne, Launa
Welch.
article-Kelly Bennett
layout-Rebecca Dodgshon
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The Hot Lights
Stagecraft 12
This small but talented
and dedicated team managed
the Spectrum Theatre and provided technical support for
most productions which
occured on stage. Whether it
be a noon hour one-act play or
a dance extravaganza, lighting,
sound, and sets were handled
by this capable crew. The highlight of the year was working
on this year's hit musical, Anything Goes. Brian Whitmore
was grateful to have the assistance of Joel Isberg this year
and believes he and the class
profited from Joel's expertise
and professionalism.
Members of the stage crew:
Sean Herbert, Byron Kjeldsen,
Tom Miller, GeoffPakos, Steve
Thompson, Vincent Velasco,
Aaron Wicks, Nasstasia Yard
Clockwise from top left: Byron
Kjeldsen, Nasstasia Yard, Aaron
Wicks, Byron Kjeldsen, Sean
Herbert, Aaron Wicks, Tom Miller,
Vincent Velasco, Brian Whitmore

Shining Stars
Acting Crazy with
Mr. Schwarz
Whether you're looking for fame and stardom, or just interactive
skills, the acting class is
the place to be. Students
in this class can be found
practising and performing skits in small groups,
to increase their skills in
communication and cooperation. Students gain
the ability to analyze and
portray characters, and
get a chance to develop
their own character while
in the process. The Acting Class prepares students for post-secondary
education in the Performing Arts , but it also
useful when dealing with
people in any aspect of
life.
Clockwisefrom top left: Katie
Humphries, Meg Renney,
Kyle Olsen, Rich Gallop,
Mark
Audette,
Katie
Humphries, Katie Bone

and, Sun and Symphony

Twenty-six students and four
chaperones left on Tuesday, April
10, for the Hawaii Band Trip. The
first thing they did on their arrival
was get Lei'd. In Oahu they spent
their days performing for audiences in malls and later swirriming
at beautiful Waikiki Beach. Many
of the group snorkelled at
Hanauma Bay with the tropical
fish, while others enjoyed a romantic Sunset Cruise.
The highlight of the nine day
tour was the Polynesian Culture
Centre, at which they spent the
entire day. The students were all
sad to leave Hawaii. The 8-hour
return wait in the Vancouver Airport passed in a combination of
sleep, thumb twiddling, and airport races. They arrived home
tanned and very tired, with numerous rolls of film. No-one will
ever forget the fun they had in
Hawaii.
Clockwise from top left: Chelsea Hames,
Andra Zigay, Charlind Dary, Chelsea
Hames, Shawn Leatham, Charlind Dary
Article-Shawn Leatham
Layout-Ronnie Vaugeois
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G r a d e

1 2

S u r v e y

Most likely to...
Be successful:
Become a millionaire:
Get married (couple):
Join the circus:
Die laughing:
Become the next Martha Stewart:
Discover the cure for cancer:
Join a nudist colony:
Be the next Mia Hamm:
Be the next Mario Lemieux:
Be consumed by their own hair:
Be on Jerry Springer:
Sleep through the rest of their life:
Be asked a yes or no question and
give a paragraph answer:
Memorize every episode of the
Simpson's:

Cam Bertram
Rajan Saini
Bunroth Mao &
Shawna Toakley
Megan Renney
Brittoni Inglis
Jenny McCallum
Dave Kroeger
Jordan Lynam
Lynelle McLean
Rob Wood
Bree Bird
Ryan Toms
Scott Catchpole
Desiree Houle
Tashia Den-otter

T h e

J o u r n a l i s m

C l a s s

P r e s e n t s . . .

Most Musical
Guy:Jacob Redlin
GirlAmie Bourree

Nicest Eyes
Guy:Shane Pederson
Girl:Rachelle Frost

Nicest Smile
Guy:Jordie Owen
Girl:Coileen Leppkey

Best Athlete
Guy:Eric LeQuesne
Girl:Sarah Juricic
"Mall Rat"
Guy:Josh Geyer
Girl Asia Kolodziejak

Best Artist
Guy:Chris Eison
Girl:Mariah Burton

Least Organized
Guy:Shawn Hefele
GirUocelyn Stenner

Everyone's Best Friend
Guy:Bhawan Kaler
Girl:Carla Pusateri

Craziest Hairstyle
Guy:Vlaho Djurkovic
Girl:Corrie Nielson

Class Clown
Guy:Kyle Kissenge
Girl:Shaya Stai

Nicest Eyes
Guy:Zach Antonissen
Girl:Shannon Meyer

Nicest Smile
Guy:Robel Getahun
Girl Amy Muranetz

Craziest Hairstyle
Guy:Robin Mcintosh
Girl:Morgan Mitchell

Class Clown
Guy:Chris Kucheran
Girl:Brianna Perry

Most Organized
Guy: Danny Correia
Girl:Calina Emerson

/WALL

"Mall Rat"
Guy:Rob Swanson
Girl: Ainsley Chorney
Best Athlete
GuyTony Flyn
Girl: Janet Nielso

Most Musical
Guy:Randy Poppe
Girl: Nasstasia Yard

Best Artist
Guy:Cam Green-^p
Girl:Julie Bergman

Most Original Style
Guy:Phil Walmsley
Girl Alexis Baran

RAti

Everyone's Best Frien
Guy:Dan Thomas!
GirhChriselle Dulin

On The Road To Succe

Cam Bertram

[XII

Kiwanis Award for academ
ics and valedictorian

Shannon Gibson
Governor General's
Millenium Medal for
lence in Canadian
History

_^

Applied Humanities CPP-—,

Teachers in Training
H umanities

11

and 12 is a Career
Preparation Program, as
well as an academic
and practical course.
Mainly centered on students interested in
early childhood education, elementary and
secondary teaching,

and
post-secondary
teaching, this program
emphasizes on brainbased learning strategies and it also focuses
on job readiness skills,
is required that the students complete at least
100 hours work experience, as well 6 other
associated courses. This
course is strongly rec-

ommended for anyone
interested in schoolroom teaching at any
level, working with
people, and counselling
others. Highlights include empowerment for
personal learning, visits to Marigold elementary, and attending professional workshops on
topics such as learning
q

a -

Grade 12 Students:
Sara Chapman,
Ainsley
Chorney, Bethany
Ellis,
Cheryl Ferreira, Samantha
Lamb, Lindsay
McRae,
Amanda Rand,
Lindsey
Rigg, Dayna Schellenberg,
Ashley Weisgerber

Grade 11 students:
Jenna Brazier,
Amber
Corbyn, PamDowrde, Ericka
Munoz, Jennifer
Patton,
Jessica Skorepa, Sheena
Sproule, Sandra West
Clockwise from top left:
Jennifer Patton, Lindsey Rigg,
Ainsley Chomey, Gillian Dyck.
article- Haley Meyer
layoutr Kelly Bennett,

/^.J^MansaPalmer
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strategies and disabili
ties. In its second yeai
Humanities has en
abled students with jo
readiness skills an
learning techniques t
succeed in the workin
world. Maureen Ros
teaches the Humani
ties course and there i
a wide range of stu
dents involved.
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Jkrttkts At Work
Art )pareer^ CPP
A r t Careers is a course for
students who are serious about
art. The course prepares students for Art College, scholarships, and portfolio presentation if they wish to enter a
post-secondary education. Art
careers also involves visual art
3D, 2D, and media arts. It is
studio oriented and based on
the principles of art which are
relevent to all art areas of
study. Some job opportunities
that relate to art are: animation, fashion, illustration, web
site design, architecture, film,
and much more.
Grade 12:
Andrew Anderson, Michelle Balog,
Julie Bergman, Dylan Choo, Nick
Godfrey, Cameron Green, Allison
Hammell, Brittoni Inglis, Byron
Kjeldsen, Michelle Mackin, Amy
Muranetz, Rob Swanson, Christie Virtue.

Grade 11:
Christina Baker, Sarah
Bikadi,
Mariah Burton, Priya Dhaul, Erin
Fraser, ChanrikaHor, Graham Leask,
Colin Leonard, Nicole Newton, Kyle
Nilson, Chelsea Steffens.

ft.

Someone's in the
Kitchen with Barbara
Cook Training CPP
The Cook Training class slaved
over stoves and countertops to
feed us all year.Beginning in the
first semester with the expert
Grade 12s and following in semester two with the novice
Grade 11 students.
The Cook Training Class competed in two recipe competitions:
The California Cling Peach competition and the SCRCA Recipe
Competition, in which Julie
Masse, Claudette Brine and
Ashlee Lacey qualified in the finals.
The Grade 12 students completed work experience in several locations around town, including the Ocean Point Resort
Grade 11: Garith Anderson, Justin
Deans, Gabriella Fea, Sarah Green,
Christopher Greene, Ryan Grover,
Quinn Hall, Patrick Jupe, Robert
Kamminga, Desiree Neely, Josh Nelson,
Mike Ooms, Deborah Pabsdorf, Tyrun
Sherwood, Matthew Young
Grade 12: Claudette Brine,
Lisa
Chamberlin, Lesley Crawford, Matthew
Crowson, Stephen De Abreu, Keenan
Deringer,
Jeff Fowles,
Kenneth
Kissinger,
Ashlee Lacey,
Justin
Langley, Julie Masse, Jason Mosher,
Lindsay Nicholson, Brianna Perry, Paul
Rendall, David Ross, Wendy Watters
Assistant Chef: Kim Kirk
Cafeteria Manager: Julia Grant

and Chateau Victoria. Accepted
for
apprenticeships
were
Claudette Brine for cooking at
NADEN and Julie Masse for pastry at the Patisserie Daniel.
Halfway through the year, 16
new students entered the program as grade elevens. Chef
Armstrong reported that they
had a brilliant start to the
course, which will continue into
the first term of next year. So
far, the students have completed
their first-level FoodSafe and
Superhost with an excellent
class average. Chefs Training
Program not only leads to experience-gaining apprenticeships,
but thousands of dollars worth
of scholarships.

Clockwise from left: Dylan Goddard,
Ryan Grover, Matt Crowson, Debbie
Pabsdorf, Chris Green, Julie Masse.
Article-Phillip Cornall
Layout- Phillip Cornall, Kelly
Bennett
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Video Arts CPP

The Road To HOLLYWOOD

Ren€ Schwarz's plan this year was

to encourage his students to become more independent in their
studies. This year's major personal
projects included a variety of
genres such as stop animation, art
films, short films and documentaries. There were many different
types of work experience students
engaged in such as the filming
plays, short educational films, Cook
Training, and lots of editing.
Grade ll's: Jana Bagshaw, Tegan
Bown, Dylan Caron, Devin Columbus,
Ashley Down, Tom Gerrard, Jennie
Graham, Shawn Hefele, Kim Hersey,
Breanne Lawrie, Jon Lazeo, Joanna
Mason, Gary McRoberts,
Randeep
Takhar, Candice Wheeler.
Grade 12's: Marc Audette, Alexis Baran,
Crystal Beulah, Cheryl Bisson, Lisa
Colatonio,
Daniel Demers,
Mark
Edwards, David Forsyth, Sean Herbert,
Alina Jacobson, Loretta Jones, Laura
Kalynchuk, Tiffany Kilroy, Shawn
Leatham, Jordan Lynam,
Chelsea
Middleton, James Moore, Geoff Pakos,
John Quocksister, Jayke Reed, Megan
Renny, Danny Robinson, Lon Sheehan,
Joshua Smith, James Sorenson, Phil
Walmsley, Aaron Webster.

Clockwise from top left: Breanne
Lawry, Jennie Graham, Shawn Hefele,
Tegan Bown
Article - Jordan Lynam
Layout ~ Carla Pusateri

Law Careers CPP

Whatcha Gonna Do When They Come for You?
Lawyers, parole officers and
legal secretaries are just some
of the careers this course can
prepare students for. Thirtythree students, eager to learn
about law are involved in this
two-year course. In the two-year
period the students complete 100
hours of work experience. Work
experience locations include
working with the Attorney General, Police Camp, Wilkinson
Road Jail, and even working with
the Sheriff. After graduating
from this course, students can
move onto Criminal Justice at
Camosun, or even get a Criminology Degree at Simon Fraser
University.
The following students are enrolled in this course: Stephanie
Andres,
Cameron Bertram,
Matt
Brickwood,
Jordan Carrie, Jason
Casanova, Jennifer Clarke, Mathew
Crist, Julie D'Argis,
Kiran Dev,
Stephanie Farguharson, Josh Geyer,
Mathew Going, Sarah Hayes, John
Kantarakias, Jeff Lohr, Debbie Luo,
Shannon Meyer, Steven Molnar, Andrew
Morton, Manmeet Punia, Ashley Rabey,
Harkiran Rai, Navpreet Sandhu, Jem
Schermerhorn,
Myles Scott, Jiwan
Sekhon, Kelsey Selbee, Savroop Sohi,
Chelsea Steinke, Dan Sutton, Alicia
Spark, Jason Taylor, and Jesse Veitch.
article~Charlene Joynson
layout~Rebecca Dodgshon
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Mechanics CPP

Gentlemen, Start Your Engines!
Rodger Hargreaves was the
teacher responsible for the Mechanics CPP this year. His class
was fortunate to obtain many
hours of hands-on experience,
in addition to the classroom
sessions. The cars that the students work on are provided by
staff members, people from
around the neighborhood, and
even the students themselves.
The Grade l l ' s were introduced to the basics of automotive repair and maintenance
while the grade 12's completed
more complex tasks. The
equipment used by the mechanics class is similar to
which you might find in an actual garage, making this course
a realistic learning experience.
The class also entered the BC
skills automotive competition
for students. Several of the
grade 12 students were able to
find jobs as mechanic's assistants with the skills they
learned over the duration of
the course.
Grade 11: Kyle Arnold,
Cody
Brown, James Campbell,
Matthew
Doran, Cale French, Gevan Johal,
Danny Lalonde, Nick Marra,
Kristina McCormick,
Michael
Minns, Colin Monaghan,
Kyle
Nilson, Sarin Pich
Grade 12: Justin Bailey, Ryan
Brydon, Scott Cadwallader,
Matt
Creech, Brian Leighland,
Cory
Nightingale, Stu Paul, Nick Searle,
Bart Sutherland, Rob Wood
From Left: Bart Sutherland, Rob
Wood, Kyle Nilson, Ryan
Brydon,
John Martin, Mike Balding
/ \
G>

Layout & ArticleEvan Langley

Technical Orientation CPP

We're The TOPS...

The Technical Orientation
Program is designed for students interested in learning
about technical training opportunities and career trades.
Over the course of the 2-year
program the students spent
time at Camosun College in
trade programs, at job sites
gaining valuable experience,
and in our shops practicing
their skills. Many graduates
of this program continue their
education at vocational
schools and working in
manufacturing and construction.
There were twenty-five students enrolled in TOP, with
several focusing on the construction specialty, a separate
but integrated program.
Grade 11: David Pringle,
Hancock,
Nick Lynam,
Paulson, Kevin Witschel

Chris
Steve

Grade 12: Andrew Austin,
Aaron
Lapointe,
Adam Lauren,
Darcey
Madam,
Nick O'Connell,
Scott
Olauson, Harley Perrin,
Graham
Robertson,
Brian Sadler,
Aaron
Stevenot,
Gary Stewart,
Brian
Tobin, Jordan Van Gylswyk, Chris
Wallace, Bryce Wray
Clockwise from top: Brian Sadler,
Bryce Wray, Steve Paulson,
Andrew
Austin
Article And Layout- Dan Baart
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Outdoor Recreation CPP

This is School

Do you ever wonder where Mac
and his kids go when they wander into the wilderness for hours
at a time? So far they have rock
climbed, mountain hiked, ocean
kayaked, gone snorkeling and
scuba diving, hiked the Juan de
Fuca Trail, tried to play golf, and
survived grueling wilderness runs
(conquering most of the local
mountains). In addition to this
they have completed The Leading Edge program, White Sail
Level Two, Occupational First
Aid, CPR, and received their Boat
Operator's Licenses.
Most students are completing
their work experience with Saanich
Parks and Rec. and Camp
Thunderbird. A number of students have been offered great job
opportunitiesfromthis program.
Some of the students hope to
continue on to Camosun or Uvic's
Rec. Leadership Programs next
year. Future career dreams for
these outdoor enthusiasts include: recreational travel guides,
sports related therapists, P.E.
teachers, tourism positions,
coaches, conservation and Provincial parks workers, recreation
center management positions.
Grade 11: Nathan Barrett, Austinarticle and layout" Carrie
McLellan
Burke, Stuart Dunning, Mackie
Haymes, Mike Hobbs, Sarah
Juricic, Eric Lequesne, Joshua
Lynam, Nicholas Lynam, Sheldon
May, Dan Melnyk Conor Quinn,
Ken Reichl, Dustin Ross, Philip
Strange, Dustin Wine
Grade 12: Janet Nielsen, Chad
Campbell, Mike Gordon, Chris
Lenius, Lynelle McLean, Carrie
McLellan, Jacob Haymes, Matt
Haldane, Steve Hardy, Chris
Owen, Cari Lang, Kyle Reid,
Nick Patterson, Chris Kucheran,
Lucas Wallenburg, Dan Howley
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T h e Health Science Program is a two year program
that provides opportunities
for students with an interest in pursuing a health
service career. This year
there were 42 s t u d e n t s
enrolled in the Health Science Program. Potential occupations include medicine, dentistry, p h y s i o therapy and nursing. The
Career Preparation Program includes a dual credit
course with four credits towards graduation and four
credits for Biology 150 at
C a m o s u n College. T h i s
program is great for students who have the desire
to excel academically i n
the sciences and who possess the ability to work independently.
Students enrolled in this
program are: Jennifer Bailey,
Daniel Correia, Jennifer
Crothers, James Cudmore,
Charlind
Dary,
Derek
Drysadale, Sherri Elwell,
Kelcey Erlandson,
Erika
Fitterer, Nick Graham, David
Kroeger, Nancy Le, Jeff Parsons, David McElroy, Jordie
Owen, Katie Peterson, Ashley
Schwartz, Teva Seel, Ian
Sherwood, Mandeep Sohi, John
Thai, Heather Vickery, Tyler
Wickware, Melissa Winder,
Avenel Woycheshin, Donald
Thomson, Claire Thornton,
Shawna Toakley, Kristin
Zajaczkowski, Maiyary Chhim,
Chelsea Corry, Mona Dhaul,
Craig Flemming, Rachelle Frost,
John Gaudreault, Christina
Gemmell, Jason Gill, Arthur
Guest, Matthew Hillis, Angela
Johnst on, Drew Lajeunesse,
Lindsay Markin
Clockwise from top left: Rachelle
Frost, Claire Thornton, Nancy Le,
Kelcey Erlandson, Sherri Elwell,
David Kroeger, Jeffery Parsons,
Nick Graham, Heather Vickery,
Melissa Winder

Healthy Options

Print Communications CP1

BEHINI

With the publication team
Along with the journalism As well as creating this
class, the ten students enrolled yearbook, students produced
in the Print Communications many other layouts. These inprogram dedicated many cluded posters, tickets, Muhours to creating the school sical Theatre Programs, broyearbook. Whether it was chures, and the school's own
scanning pictures, making eye- Prism. This program precatching layouts or writing ar- pares participants for possible
ticles, these capable studentscareers in desktop pubushing,
did it all. Print Cbrnmunications graphic art, media reporting,
students could be spotted gaz- and teaches great presentaing into their computer screens, tion skills. Students enrolled
cutting pictures and analyzing in Print Communications:
the page planner after school, Rebecca Dodgshon, Kyla
on weekends and even on Duncan, Marisa Palmer,
spring break! A special thanks Kelly
Bennett,
Carla
to Ted Sarkissian and his pho- Pusateri, Jesse Graffe,
tography class, who made sure
Evan Langley,
Ronnie
the students had enough pho- Vaugeois, Danielle Dzioba,
tographs to meet hectic dead- Rhia Charko.
lines.

SPECTRUU

PRISM
HEwsLerrER

Business Education
mcauon CPP
err

Buy Low, Sell High

Where can you learn
skills that assist you in
getting into careers in
retail, wholesale and
starting your own business? The Business CP
Program! Not only does
this program teach students technical skills
such as word processing, spread sheets and
web page design, it also
helps students to gain
valuable interpersonal
skills while interacting

with the public.
To put these skills to and profitable future.
use, each student com- Grade 11: Jowi Alexander,
pletes 100 hours of work Kate Arnold, Shawn Colley,
experience in various Carly Cottam, Derek Esplen,
businesses.
Recent Rebecca Giles, Nicola Grant,
work experience loca- Simon Hoang, Asia Kolodtions include A&B ziejak, Vickram Kullar,
Sound, the Royal Bank Celine Purcell,Kristal Schand Lyle's Place. Stu- wartz, Robert Trinh, Peter
VonKanel, Chris Zar/t.Grade
dents can use the vital 12:Jennifer Andres,Amber
skills which they have Garraway, Colin Grainger,
acquired at Camosun or Shawn Huot, Michelle Koorn,
UVIC and to help them Tom Miller,Hai Nguyen,Lena
to create a successful Nguyen, Mathew Park,
Laura Reed

«

top right:

Simon Hoang, Robert
Trinh, Carly Cottam
bottom right: Jowi Alexander, Kristal
Schwartz, Kate Arnold, Mathew Park

Leading
ofwarm fuzzy necklaces. They
Ever wondered who were also responsible for the
plans dances, assemblies, not so pleasant tasks such as
fundraisers and other student staying to clean up after
activities? Members of Stu- dances and coming to school
dent Leadership, that's who! at six o'clock in the morning
Led by Tom Gordon and Jeff to help at the pancake breakMarchi this dedicated group of fast. Nothing was too much to
students put many hours or- ask of this group, as long as
ganizing a variety of success- there was a pizza reward of
ful events around the school. course!
Including Samapalooza, the
Meeting twice a week for
Warm Fuzzy Assembly and the entire year, the students
Wellness Week.
involved in leadership were
Leadership students could both hardworking and enthube seen doing everything from siastic. Not only did they remaking posters and decorat- ceive credits and scholarship
ing the theatre before a dance opportunities, but they also
to acting out skits for an as- learned valuable leadership
sembly and making hundreds skills and had fun too!
Clockwise from far right: Lindsay
McRae, Alberto Carranza, Karl
Porter, Ericka Munoz, Katie
Peterson, Lindsay McRae, Shawn
Leatham, Meg Renney, Ashly
Weisgerber, Charlind Dary,
Laura
Kalynchuk, Jenny
McCallum
article & layout-Rebecca Dodgshon
& Marisa Palmer

the W a y
Members of Student Leadership were: Cam Bertram,
Shannon Gibson, Charlind
Dary, Jenny McCallum,
Laura Kalynchuk, Rebecca
Dodgshon, Kelly Bennett,
Katie Peterson, Marisa
Palmer, Lindsay McRae,
Erin
Nelson,
Sara
Chapman, Harkiran Rai,
Ashly Weisgerber, Shawn
Leatham, Lesia Szwender,
Laura Reed, Michelle Balog,
Alberto Carranza, Kelly
Leonard, Karl Porter, Drew
LaJeunesse, Jana Bagshaw,
Ericka Munoz, Jenny
Watterson, Bethany Ellis,
Nia Stark

The wheels are rollin' with the

Grad Committee
The Grad Committee created another successful event. The members
met once a week from January until
the Recognition Ceremony in May. In
the meetings they discussed everything from the choice of the graduation song to the food served at the
Dinner Dance. The Dinner Dance
was held in the Crystal Ballroom at
the Empress Hotel. Many hours went
into the organization of the Recogni-

tion Ceremony, including booking
the entertainment, choosing the
decorations, planning the day and
renting the facility.
A major contraversial issue this
year was whether the students should
wear the traditional cap and gown. A
vote was conducted and the outcome
clearly stated that it was a no gown
year.
A s p e c i a l t h a n k s to
Sheila

Richardson and Jean Buydens fo
spending hours on planning theClul
Grad Cruise sponsored by Thrift
Foods. Committee Members: Michell
Koom, Joel Rubletz, Kelcey Erlandsor
Morgan Schwartz, Hong Tran, Nick Grc
ham, Jennifer Pereira. T e a c h e r s
Sharoyne Gaiptman, John Howe, Ph
Watt, Alan Fishwick, Peter Huntei
Sheila Richardson, Jean Buydens, Keiti
Fraser.

Layout & Article~Lucy Simonson
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SAY CHEESE!

o Sark and his photography class

It's not all fun and games, as one
might think. There is a lot of work
involved in photography; learning
about camera structure, film development, printing and composition.
The fun part comes with the shooting assignments. There is a lot of
flexibility and self-discipline involved
in getting work done, as everybody
works at a different pace. Mr Sark is
dedicated to helping students learn
the mechanics of the camera, and
shooting the best pictures they possibly can. Most people are used to a
"point-and-shoot" camera before going into the course, and don't know
that changing the aperture size,
shutter speed and focusing can affect
the picture dramatically. After taking
this course, students have a better
understanding of all the aspects involved in taking a simple photograph.

Left to right: Ashley Schwartz, Erica
Fitterer, Christina Gemmell, Sophie
Decker
Layout & Article~Carla Pusateri
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Careers
on t h e GO!
NO FOOD
OR DRINK
ALLOWED

The Career Research Centre, better known to the students as the C R C ,
is the heart of career information
and career research in the school.
Students can enter the C R C ignorant
of career research, Internet use, job
markets, etc., and leave with a wealth
of information.
A main focus of the C R C is career
research. Most research is done on
the Internet on websites specifically
designed for career research. Other
research includes; job seeking skills,
local job market information, careers
and Spotlight Sessions.
There are a wide variety of Spotlight Sessions in which students can
participate. S t u d e n t s meet with
people working in particular, and usually unique careers to gain first hand
information obout their careers.
Another focus of the C R C is Ca-

Article and Layout-Jordan Lynam

reer Counselling. Career Counsc
ling helps students who are unsu
about a career to find one. The cou
sellor lists the students interesl
values and skills and find caree
which suit that particular studer
Some of this is done in CAPP 11 ho
ever, career counselling is on a mo
individual basis.
The C R C is also a major contrib
tor to helping students compile th<
portfolio. It could be described as t
laboratory of the CAPP teacher.
During its six years at Spectral
the C R C has provided valuable se
vices to students searching for c
reers, jobs, volunteer work and wo
experience.
1

Clockwise top left Ryan Aitken, Winn
Rainsford, Marsha Petty^Johnson,Je
Bailey, Kristine Leckde

Spectrum's
Helpers!
PEER COUNSELLING 2000/01

This year was a challenging one
for the peer counsellors at Spectrum. Maintaining enthusiasm and
commitment has been an on-going
struggle so kudos are in order for
those who stuck it out! Grads from
last year, Cass Cruse and Nav
Sandhu returned to add their
knowledge and leadership to the activities they engaged in this year.
This year the peer counsellors focused on enhancing personal
awareness and skill training by attending an informative session at
the Birth Control Clinic, the post
secondary information sessions
held at the Conference center, a
suicide prevention workshop, a
stress management workshop, and
the Regional Peer Counsellors' Conference held in Nanaimo in April.
Peer counsellors also involved
themselves in a number of projects.
Before Christmas they coordinated
the collection of 21 hampers, which
were then distributed to our Spectrum community. Four of the peer
counsellors also served Christmas
dinners at the Silver Threads Lodge.
As well, the group acted as tour
guides for the various open houses
and parents' nights held during the
year. Despite our struggles the Peer
Counselling program continues to
be a highly rewarding experience.
2000-01 Peer Counsellors:
Calina Emerson, Sarah Hayes, Sophie
Hesling, Steve Molnar, Jessi Simpson,
Sheena
Sproule,
Amanda
Van
Buskvrk, Cass Cruse and Nav Sandhu.
Sponsors: were Michael Kellogg and
Jodi Dyck.
Layout-Shelina Point
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Valedictorians
For all of us w h o are graduating, n o w is a time for
reflection. We look back on the past thirteen years and ask
ourselves "Why?" Well, not just why, but the five W's. Let's
run through them, shall w e ? W h o are w e ? Well, w e are
students who, after thirteen years are happy to b e done.
What are w e ? Well, we're the future-scary, isn't it? Just
think, we're the ones that are going to b e cutting you o p e n
and pumping your gas-not at the same time. Let's skip the
when and where, as this is subject to change. Why? The
reason changes for each of us. Some of us enjoy studying,
or at least I've been told, while others because they have
to or want to see h o w far they can coast on charm. The
one thing w e can agree upon is that it's been o n e hell of a
ride. Finally, h o w are w e ? Fine, thanks for asking.
To all the mentors, teachers, parents, and friends w h o
have given us their support unquestionably throughout the
years, thank-you for providing that light at the end of the
tunnel when w e lost our way. Wish us the best n o w as w e
embark on this journey into the dog-eat-dog world, and
let's hope w e don't e n d up like the Donner Party.
"Turn yourself to the sun, and shadows will fall behind you."
-Meng-tzu

Kelcey Erlandson
138

Cameron Bertram

Layout-Dan Baar

An Interview With...

The Principals

Wayne van Osterhout

The title of school principal sometimes carries negative
connotations. For example, have you ever been in a class where
Where have you been a principal
(or vice-principal)
you have been called to the principal's office and your fellow before you came to Spectrum?
classmates begin to "ooh* and "ahh?" The results of our kinderEsquimalt Secondary School for seven years, Cedar
garten teachers telling us about our princiPAL seem to wear off
Hill J r . Secondary for another seven-year term and
by the time we reach senior high.
also principal of the District Summer School.
In efforts to convince the general population that they're not
administrator?
all bad, Wayne van Osterhout and John Howe answered some Did you always want to be an
From
the
very
beginning,
in
high
school,
then into
questions which should leave a tear of emotion in your eye, at
university, as a department head teacher, and now a
the very least.
principal, I have always liked to be involved in organizing things, making things happen.
What do you like the most about your job?
Where have you been a principal
(or vice-principal)
Working
together with lots of people to achieve combefore you came to Spectrum?
mon
goals,
and being an important part in that proLambrick Park twice, for over 9 years total, and
cess.
Lansdowne. IVe been at Spectrum for 3 years.
What do you like the least about your job?
Did you always want to be an
administrator?
I
don't like being disappointed by people who I work
Vo. I originally wanted to be a teacher, but as a departwith,
whether they be students, teachers, or parents,
nent head, and working in the area of counselling and
but
I
usually
make sure that this problem doesn't
timetable organization, one thing kind of led to another
happen,
with
a compromise.
ind I became a vice-principal after getting my Masters'
What
are
some
of your favourite memories from this
iegree.
past
year,
2000-2001
?
What do you like the most about your job?
The
Magical
Mystery
Tour...
The Christmas Concert...
Working with students and staff.
The
musical...
Cops
for
Cancer...
and the run experiWhat do you like the least about your Job?
enced
by
the
Boys'
Soccer
team
this
year.
The time constraints - so much work, so little time...
What
are
you
looking
forward
to
for
next year,
Jie frustration involved in that.
2001-2002?
What are some of your favourite memories from this
Getting to know more Spectrum students, and conoast year, 2000-2001 ?
tinuing
to work with this great staff.
Hops for Cancer... a soccer tournament on the mainWhat
do
you do on your free time?
and that I attended with the boys' soccer team... the
Golfing,
skiing,
and rowing, in which I am internationColonist Cup... school dances... the group of Japanese
ally
certified
as
a referee.
\dministrators who visited, and the Cook Training
What
is
the
funniest
thing that has ever happened
achievements involved in that.... Anything Goes... the
to
you
in
this
job?
n-school achievements as well - scores on provincial
This staff is very close, and we're always in the middle
sxams.
of daily jokes...
What are you looking forward to for next year,

John Howe

2001-2002?
vlore of the same: working with people, seeing what
roung people can do and accomplish in several areas ithletics, fine arts, academics.
What do you do on your free time?
used to be involved in coaching in the community... I
»arden, read, and am involved in fitness - I play softjall, squash, and a little golf.
What is the funniest thing that has ever happened
.o you in this job?
'here were two things: they were both parts of Christnas skits... One was a which required me to wear a
utu and not much else... The other was a duet with
mother staff member to the Julio Iglesias and Willie
kelson song "All the Girls I Have Loved Before" in
vhich several staff members dressed up to be the
ladies" mentioned in the song... The funny part about
hat was that I can't sing!
v

Ryan Aitken-134
Jowi Alexander-41,68,128
Andrew Anderson-18
Garith Anderson-41,111
Jennifer Andres-16,18
Rachael Andres-16,18
Stephanie Andres-41,72
Zach Antonissen-16,18,60
Kathleen Armstrong-16,18,
61,69,76
Kate Arnold-6,41,55,128
Kyle Arnold-41
Chelsea Atkins-41
Karlin Audette-16,18,96
Marc Audette-18,104
Andrew Austin-16,121
DanBaart-18
Jana Bagshaw-41
Danielle Bailey16,18,72,97,100
Jennifer Bailey16,18,100,134
Justin Bailey-7,18
Amanda Baird-41
Christina Baker-41
Jesse Baker-13,16,19
Mike Balding-16,18,120
Michelle Balog-15,16,19
Balwinder Banger-16,19
Alexis Baran-16,19,110
Glen Barnes-16
Nathan Barrett-63,123
Izaak Bateman-41
Lindsay Beckerley-100
Sarah Beckett-16,19,100,110

Jamie Becvar-16,19
Aleah Bellavie-41
Mathew Bendall-16
Kelly Bennett-41,73,102,111,
127
Julie Bergman-16,19,96
Cam Bertram-3,15,16,51,94,
96, 97,119,138,110
Cassie Bertrand-41
Adriana Beukovic-41,69
Crystal Beulah-16,19,102
Jesse Bhalla-41
Aaron Bickerton-16,19
Sarah Bikadi-41,102
Kelly Bimb-136
Kevin Bimb-16,19
Bryanna Bird-17,19,51,76
Cheryl Bisson-17,19,100
Jesse Blackstock-7,14,17,19
Stephanie Boddam-17,19,94,
95,96,97,102
Jenny Boittiaux-9,41
Katie Bone-7,19,104
Amie BourreeMarisa Bowles-12,17,22,54
Tegan Bown-41,118
Jenna Brazier-41,69,74
Matthew BrickwoodGordon Bridges-41
Claudette Brine-17,22,110
Lauren Bristowe-41,51.61
Gillian Brooke-2,17,22,61,67
Leah Brouse-41
Cody Brown-41,60
Ryan Brydon-120

Jessica Budynski-17.22,72,
99
Daniel Bull-41,62
Austin Burke-42,123
Brett Burrow-42,76,102
David Burton-96
Mariah Burton-4,42,61,67,
111
John Butts-137
Marilyn Cadwallader-42,74
Scott Cadwallader-76,108
Chad Campbell-17,22,70,
71,60,122
James Campbell-42
Campbell KatieSteven Candy-42
Dave Cao-4,17,22
Phillip Carnall-17,22
Dylan Caron-42
Alberto Carranza-17,22,
33,131
Jordan Carrie-42,119
Jason Casanova-42
Scott CatchpoleLea Cathcart-6.17.22,64
Vanessa Caton-42,68,102
Pat Cerisano-17,22
Lisa Chamberlin-17
Sara Chapman-17,22,59
Rhianna Charko-15,17,22,96
Taylor Chater-17,22,68
Lisa Chau-8,17,22
Steven Chau-42,66
Maiyary Chhim-42,125
Michelle Chidley-23

Dylan Choo-17,115
Ainsley Chorney17,23,54,99,114
Gigi Choy-42
Elena Chue-42
Clarke ChrisJennifer Clarke-42,110,119
Sherri Clarke-42
Colin Clode-42
Mike Code-42
Lisa Colantonio-17
Kyle Colley-42
Shawn Colley-42
Tasha Collins-17,99
Devin Columbus-42
Brian Cool-2,42
Amber Corbyn-15,42,75
Danny Correia17,23,101,125,
Chelsea Corry-42,55,125
Carly Cottam-42,74,128
Chris CoulterLeahanna Cozens-42,59,69
Jason Craverio-4
Leslie Crawford-17,23
Darcy Creech-17,23
Matthew Crist-17,110,119
Lorraine Crinkley-42
Tyler Croft-42
Jennifer Crothers-4,7,17,
23,69
Matthew Crowson-17,23,117
Cassandra Cruse-20,23,75,
135
Myles Cryderman-

Randy Haggstrom
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James Cudmore-20
Alex Cullen-42,69
Can Cumiskey-6,42
David Curry-43
Maria CurtisRobbie Curtis-20
Julie D'Argis-43,55
Jasmin Dance-20,51
Charlind Dary20,23,71,105,125,130
Emily De Silva-2,20
Nigel DavisDarryll DawsonJustin Deans-43
Sophie Decker-43,61,69,133
Natalie Delaronde-43,72
Daniel Demers-20,23
Tashia Den-Otter-20,106
Keenan DerringerKiran Dev-43
Jaspreet Dhami-43
Mona Dhaul-43, 136
Priyanka Dhaul-4,43
Vlaho Djurkovic-43
Rebecca Dodgshon-43,73,
127
Alexis DolynchukMatthew Doran-43
Ashley Down-43
Pam Downie-43,72

Tyler Enns-43
Kelcey Erlandson-20,23, 111,
124,125,138
Derek EsplenShaun Evans-43
Stephanie Farquharson-43
Katrina FarthingAdam Faust-20,26,94
Gabriella Fea-2,11,43,59,70
Oliver Fehr-72
Cheryl Ferreira-20,26
Teneel Ferris-136
Erika Fitterer-20,26,133
Craig Flemming-43
Tony Flynn-7,20,64,26
David Forsyth-20,26
Jeff Fowles-137
Angela Fraser-12,43,102
Erin Fraser-43,102
Cale French-43
Rachelle Frost8,13,43,55,69,98,124,125
Maria Fudge-2,4,20,26,99
Steve GalegoRich Gallup-104
Amber Garraway-7,20,26,69
John Gaudreault-44,100,125
Christina Gemmell- 44,59,
76,125,133
Mark Gerow-6,20,74
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Angela Downing-20
Cameron DoyleDorota Drozd-20,23,99
Derek Drydsdale-20,23,76,
125
Chriselle Dulin-8,20,23,102
Kyla Duncan-43
Stuart Dunning-123
Dara Duong-20,26,66
Gillian Dyck-43,114
Danielle Dyson-43,76
Ron Dziadyk-7,20,26,72
Danielle Dzioba-43
Candice Edwards-43,75
Mark Edwards-20,26,76
Chris Eison-43
Bethany Ellis-20,26,59
Laura Ellis-43
Sherri Elwell-20,26,124,125
Calina Emerson-20,135

Tom Gerrard-44,96
Robel Getahun-136
Joshua Geyer-44,74
Richard Gibson-44,60
Sarah Gibson-20
Shannon Gibson-15,20,26,
51,110
Rebecca Giles-44,74
James Gill-44
Jason Gill-44,125
Lakhbir Gill-20,27
Pawandeep Gill-21
David GilmoreDylan Goddard-116
Nicholas Godfrey-27
Mathew Going-44
Jasbir Gordaya-44
Michael Gordon-21,27,70,
122,123
Jesse Graff-44,126

Jennifer Graham-44,118,76
Nicholas Graham-21,27,125,
138
Colin Grainger-21,27

#1
Nicola Grant-44
Sarah Green-2,44,59
Cameron Green-21,27,115
Christopher Greene-44,62,
111,116,
Kristin Grimmer-21,27,51,
75,96,97
Ryan Grover-117
Jennifer Grudniski-44
Mark Gudowski-21,27
Arthur Guest-44
Darcy Guldbrandsen-71,112
Nichole Gustafson-44
Matthew Haldane-21,27,60,
122,123
Christine Hale-21,27
Quinn Hall-13,44
Chelsea Hames-21,27,94,96,
97,99,102,105
Jessica Hames-97,102
Allison Hammell-21,76
Christopher Hancock-44,74
Stephen Hardy-21,95,96,97
Syreeta Hartley-21,27
Christopher HathawayEmily Hawkins-21,27,68,97
Sarah Hawkes-44
Sarah Hayes-14,44,135
Jacob Haymes-123
MacKenzie Haymes-44,68,
94,123
Shawn Hefele-44,118
Tara Hemmingway-13
Alisha Henault-8,44,72
Sean Herbert-21
Kimberly Hersey-9,44,76
Sophie Hesling-44
Kimberly Hewellyn-44
Matthew Hillis-44,125
Ryan Hindley-44
Chelsea Hitchcock-9,21,30
Claire Hitchmough-2,21,30,
61,75,99
Simon Hoang-45,128
Michael Hobbs-45,123

Jennifer Hoogland-45,71,96
Chanrika Hor-4,45
Desiree Houle-21,30
Benjamin Howard
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Daniel Howley3,13,21,30,122,123
Melanie Hudson-21,30,33
Jordan Hughes-45,64
Tyler Hughes-45,64
Katie Humphries-21,30,104,
112
Shaun Huot-21,30
EmmaHyldig-21
Brittoni Inglis-13,21,30,55,
75,106,115,
Rachel Innes-21,30,72,94,
96,97,99
Alina Jacobson-21,30,96
Shahid Jaffer-21
Kyle Jamieson-45
Caitiin Jensen-14,45
Nicole Jensen-45
Roberto Jimenez-6,45
Gevan JohalJas Johal-21,30
Ruby Johal-45
Simerpreet Johal-45
Jodi Johnson-21,30
Angela Johnston-45
Jeff Johnston-45
Loretta Jones-21,30,102
Matthew Jones-24
Lyle Jordan-24,30
Charlene Joynson-24,31,127
Patrick JupeSarah Juricic45,53,67,68,71,123
Harbhawanjit Kaler-45
Navjot Kaler-24,31
Taminder Kaloti-45
Laura Kalynchuk6,24,31,55,75,99,130
Robert KammingaJohn Kantarakias
Sarah Karpati-24,31,68,69
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W o r l d Events

An unusual sneak attack. The
American flag doesn't offer much
security these days. As the conflict
in the Middle East was escalating,
terrorists bombed the USS Cole, a
navy destroyer, in the Gulf of Aden
just off Yemen. The surprise attack
killed 17 U.S. sailors when it blew a
huge hole in the ship's outer hull.
The bombing reinforced American
fears of terrorist attacks at home
and abroad, and pulled the United
States deeper into the Middle
Eastern conflict as then president
Bill Clinton tried unsuccessfully to
broker peace in the region.
(AP/Hasan Jamali)

Picking up the pieces. In times of need, everyone comes together. A devastating earthquake in Gujarat, India, claimed the lives of some 20,000 people
and left nearly one million homeless. The most powerful quake to hit the
region in half a century also claimed lives in neighbouring Pakistan. The
international community rallied to help search rubble for survivors and to
rebuild the region. (AP/parassnaii)

The chad is stuck. And it's dimpled, and torn, and punctured, and whatnot.
Those are some of the arguments former U.S. Vice President Al Gore's team
of legal experts made in trying to secure a win for the Democrat in the presidential election. The contest, which dragged out for weeks and made
America the butt of jokes around the world, came down to the contested—
and confusing—Florida ballots. The Supreme Court eventually put George
W. Bush into the presidency—and an independent recount long afterwards
confirmed that he, indeed, won the state. (MACLEAN'S/Phill Snel)

Entombed in the deep.The people pled, the world answered, but the
Russian leadership hemmed and hawed, reluctant to seek outside help after
its Kursk submarine sank in icy Arctic waters. Russians were outraged that,
despite offers from recovery specialists from all over the globe, it took four
long days for the government, whose own efforts failed, to agree to the aid.
But by then it was too late. None of the 118 crew members made it out
alive, (AP/NTV)

A peaceful choice? Israelis chose hard-liner Ariel Sharon as their new prime minister in a tense
election after Ehud Barak failed to end the fighting between his people and the Palestinians.
Observers inside and outside Israel blame right-winger Sharon as the catalyst to the full-blown
recent violence between the warring peoples, but the majority of Israelis clearly believed that his
firm approach is necessary to achieve lasting piece. (AP/DavisGuttemeweo

"Si" to Fox. Mexicans demanded change, and they got
it. Former businessman Vicente Fox Queseda managed
an upset win at the ballot box in the country's presidential race. Voters, tired of years of rampant corruption,
crime and poverty, chose the right-winger and devout
Catholic whose campaign slogan was a simple word:
Change. Fox, an ardent North American free trader,
wants to create similar ties with the European Union.
(AP/Marco Ugarte)

What goes up... Buy, buy, buy!
Sell, sell, sell! It was a rocky year
for the once darling technology
stocks. An IPO went from a surefire way to make a cool million to
suddenly becoming a four-letter
word after most dot.com companies failed to meet revenue targets,
despite the injection of more investment dollars than you can shake a
stick at.

(CP/Kevin Frayer)

Disaster. Until last summer, it was considered the safest
way to fly. The Concorde was the toast of the aviation
world until a fatal accident near Paris killed 113 people
when the plane plummeted shortly after takeoff.
Preliminary investigations pointed to a piece of metal on
the runway as the cause of a ruptured fuel tank that burst
into flames, engulfing the whole plane. (AP/laurent Rebours)

Tire storm. Talk about road rage. U.S. Congressional
hearings, possible criminal charges and mounds of bad
media turned a long-time business partnership into a
mess of finger pointing and blame. The controversy
over deaths and injuries possibly caused by rollovers of
Ford's Explorer SUV caused some consumers to buck
the trend of purchasing ever larger vehicles and created
a rift between Ford and tire manufacturer
Bridgestone/Firestone. (AP/Linda Spillers)

C a n a d i a n Events

In Canada, we do things differently. There were no
dimpled chads, confusing ballots or controversial hand
recounts. A clear winner emerged in the Canadian
federal election. Prime Minister Jean Chretien, giving a
victory hug to wife Aline, (above), took a gamble calling
an early election and easily won a third term with an
overwhelming majority. The contest, which started off
as amicable, grew ugly and personal by the end.
Canadian Alliance leader Stockwell Day was often
attacked for his religious beliefs and positions on
abortion and homosexual rights, (MACLEAN'S/PIIMsnei)

The last pirouette. He was our country's most beloved post-war leader, although some hated
him with a passion. Pierre Elliott Trudeau captured the hearts of a nation when he emerged on
the political scene in the 1960s. The charismatic bachelor prime minister with his devil-may-care
attitude had women swooning, Westerners fuming, and people across the country captivated. A
little bit of Canada's fire was lost with his passing in September at age 80. Thousands waited
silently for hours in order to glimpse his coffin lying in state in the Centre Block on Parliament
Hill. The week of emotional outpouring unleashed by his death ended with the eloquent eulogy of
his eldest son Justin, 29, at the Montreal funeral. Trudeau was prime minister of Canada for all
but nine months between 1968 and 1984. (CP/Paul Ctiiasson)

Free falling. Perhaps, you can't
blame Canadian passengers for
their recent bout of air rage.
Merger woes have gripped Air
Canada president Robert Milton
after he successfully swallowed
Canadian Airlines. Despite Milton's
180-day promise to get back on
track, plane delays and cancellations, ticket confusion and lost luggage stories had customers fuming.
Adding fuel to the fire, Air Canada
announced it would be reducing its
work force following no-layoff
assurances issued at the time of
the takeover. And smaller rivals
have cried foul over alleged unfair
pricing by the newly-created air
giant.

(CP/Tom Hanson)

Pas adieu, mais a plus tard. The end of separatism?
Not likely. Even with the political retirement of Parti
Quebecois premier Lucien Bouchard, the push to make
Quebec its own nation won't likely abate. The charismatic politician, who once was a federal cabinet minister
under Brian Mulroney, nearly led the sovereigntists to
victory in the 1995 provincial referendum. But the
movement has hardly died. Bouchard's successor,
Bernard Landry, is a fervent separatist. (CP/Ryan Remiorz)

A touch of joy. She is the "miracle
baby. "But Edmonton doctors say
Erika, the 13-month-old daughter of
Leyla Nordby, had a better chance
of surviving exposure to the cold
than an adult would. The toddler
nearly died from hypothermia—her
heart stopped for two hours and
her lips froze shut—after wandering into -24C temperatures and
then falling, before being discovered by her mum who woke up in
the middle of the night and noticed
her miSSing. (CP/larryWong)
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Muggles, wizards and dragons. All it takes is a little bit of magic to capture
the imagination of children the world over. Once the Harry Potter books
caught on, writer J.K. Rowling, who filled Toronto's SkyDome with 60,000
mostly children for a reading, earned the celebrity status normally reserved
for movie and rock stars. Publishers and book stores could barely keep up
with the demand for the latest installment in the children's-book-series-cumcultural-sensation, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. (AP/Alastair Grant)

Don't drink the water. Is your
water safe? Well, Ontario learned a
valuable lesson in water decontamination, tragically. Seven people died
and many of the other 1,000 residents of rural Walkerton, Ont., got
severely ill when the water they
were drinking became poisoned
with a deadly strain of E. coli
bacteria. A provincial inquiry
revealed the utilities manager and
the waterworks foreman did not
know how to operate a treatment
plant, employees were drunk on the
job, and water tests were routinely
falsified. (CP/Kevin Frayer)

C a n a d i a n Events

Brand new Day. Unite the right.
That was the clarion call for conservative-minded politicians and
people earlier this year as the
Reform party unsuccessfully tried to
merge with the Progressive
Conservative party, led by Joe Clark.
A leadership race and name change
later, former Reform leader Preston
Manning was out and Stockwell Day,
former Alberta finance minister, was
in. But after Day failed to make
promised inroads in Ontario and
eastern Canada, the new leader was
in political hot water over a $70,000
political contribution and a deal in
which Alberta taxpayers footed the
$700,000 bill for settling a defamation lawsuit laid against the former
provincial politician. (CP/Tom Hanson)

Terror by the lake. Tragedy often strikes at the least likely moment. A restful July weekend by the water's edge
turned deadly suddenly at Pine Lake, Alia., when a tornado tossed campers and massive trailers into the water.
Canada's most deadly twister in 13 years claimed 11 lives and caused millions of dollars of property damage.
Observers said it was a miracle that more people weren't hurt. (CP/Adrian Wyld)

Back of the class. Some call it
foreshadowing. But the boomers'
legacy is beginning to catch up with
them. As their children—the echo
generation—enroll in university and
college courses in larger numbers,
institutions are scrambling to manage the demand. Too few spaces
and too many students mean the
contest for a desk in Canada's ivycovered halls is tougher than ever.
And all this in a political climate
where funding for education hasn't
kept pace—in some cases even
diminished—from the days when
boomers were hitting the books.
(MACLEAN'S/Rick Chard)
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The rant heard across a nation. My name is Joe, and well, you know the rest. An edgy
commercial was elevated to the level of cultural status when "The Rant" series of ads captured a
streak of patriotism not often seen in Canadians. Politicians even brought reels of the spot to
Washington, D.C., to use as an ice breaker during cultural-trade talks with the Americans. Sadly
Jeff Douglas, the Truro, l\I.S. native who played "Joe Canadian,"was last seen auditioning for
movie roles in Los Angeles. (CP/Kevin Frayer)
Hockey Night in America.
The news, for once, united
Quebec. All mourned the
sale of the beloved
Habitants, the Montreal
Canadiens to, yes, an
American. Owners Molson
Inc. sold a majority share
of the team, a Quebec icon
as well as part of Canada's
cultural legacy, to Colorado
businessman George
Gillett Jr., (left), wearing a
Canadiens jersey alongside
former player Henri
Richard. The $275-million
sale came after no
Canadian stepped forward
to buy the ailing franchise.
(CP/Paul Chiasson)

Chilly experience. Many Canadians were seeing red
this winter. The red of their bank balances, that is, after
energy costs hit levels unseen in decades. Extreme
weather in many regions compounded with increased
costs meant many businesses and individuals had to
cut back on their heating and other energy needs. In
Alberta—where oil and gas drives the economy—rebate
checks were being handed out to keep some companies
from fleeing the high energy prices. Consumers were
entitled to receive up to $300—and returned the favour
by providing Premier Ralph Klein with his third straight
majority.

(CP/Robert Taylor)

Imprisoned for killing his daughter. Unless
Canadian politicians step in, Robert Latimer will
serve at least 10 years behind bars for killing his
severely disabled 12-year-old daughter in 1993.
Tracy was a quadriplegic who appeared to be in
constant pain from a severe form of cerebral palsy.
The case went all the way to the Supreme Court
which ruled unanimously against Latimer, who
claimed he killed Tracy to alleviate her suffering.
However, the sympathetic judges left the door open
for a federal cabinet pardon. (CP/Kevin Frayer)

Music

Born to bare. They are clearly one of Canada's most popular—and funniest
—exports. The Barenaked Ladies hit it big this year with a new album, a
documentary, and a Grammy nomination. The documentary, Barenaked in
America, was directed by former 90270 star Jason Priestley and follows the
band on their 1998 U.S. tour. Their hit "Pinch Me" on the album Maroon
earned the Ladies a Grammy nomination. The band was also handed a key
to hometown Toronto, nearly a decade after being banned from performing
in front of City Hall by the then mayor because, she said, the group's name
objectified women. Seems not everyone got that joke. (MACLEAN'S/Phill Snel)

The real digital divide. Computer
users who download music are looking for another application after music
labels shut down Napster Inc.,
founded by Shawn Fanning, (above),
for copyright infringement. Music
companies claimed untold dollars in
lost album sales due to the fileswapping online despite a gangbuster
year in record sales. Meanwhile,
police in Belgium raided homes of
people who were warned to stop
using Napster.nour. (AP/pam sakuma)

And baby makes three. It just gets
better. First Celine Dion dropped
her $20 million suit against the
National Enquirer after it retracted a
story claiming that the international
pop sensation was pregnant with
twins. Then in January, the Quebecbom megastar, who is married to
her manager, Rene Angelil, gave
birth to a six-pound, eight-ounce
miracle boy, three weeks before his
Valentine's Day due date. ReneCharles was conceived via in vitro
fertilization, and Dion says she may
try again with another fertilized
embryo stored in a New York City
clinic. (CP/Richard Drew)
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Pop goes the music. Teen pop was shut out of the Grammys. But 'N Sync
proved the music genre is gaining more popularity every day. The group
performed at the Super Bowl with Britney Spears and Backstreet Boys. Its
second album, No Strings Attached, ruled the charts and the cash register,
selling 10 million albums by the end of 2000, beating out Spears who came
in second with eight million copies of her sophomore disc Oops... I Did it
Again. (AP/Michael Caullield)
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My oh, Mya. Carrying the youth
torch. Born in Washington, D.C.,
dancer-turned singer Mya Marie
Harrison already has two albums to
her name. She is best known for
choreographing the Broadway sensation Bring in Da Noise, Bring in
Da Funk. Not statisfied with that
success, she spread her artistic talent into music. Mya released her
1998 eponymous album at the age
of 18. Her latest, Fear of Flying,
wasn't as well received by critics,
but listeners flocked to her shows
in drOVeS. lAP/Harry Scull Jr)

Just a material girl. At 42, the
Material Girl finally settled down,
maybe. She took the hand of
32-year-old British filmmaker Guy
Ritchie in a nine-part, December
ceremony at Skibo Castle in
Dornoch, Scotland that was as
notorious for its secrecy as for its
star-studded guest list including
the likes of Sting, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Rupert Everett, and Donatella
Versace. Stella McCartney was the
maid of honour. (jwucnancMMeu)

Ballad for the fallen. It should have been a celebratory
weekend filled with music. Instead, it turned to tragedy
as nine people were trampled to death and dozens more
injured when thousands of surging Danish Pearl Jam
fans snapped a barrier separating them from the stage
during a performance just outside Copenhagen. The
band, which was absolved of any responsibility, had
asked the crowd to stop pushing. Some 50,000 people
were in attendance at the concert. (AP/Ka rwer, trup)
SPe

IRock 'n rap. The original American
bad boy, Kid Rock, shed a tear this
year when his pint-sized MC "Joe"
Calleja, aka Joe C, passed away.
The three-foot, nine-inch rapper
died at age 26 following a lifelong
battle with Celiac disease, an
intestinal disorder that required him
to take 65 pills a day and regular
treatment on a dialysis machine.
Rock, (above), delivered a touching
memorium at the American Music
Awards in Los Angeles, where he
won the award for best male
pop/rock artist.

(AP/Laura Rauch)

s

Guess Who's coming to dinner! As Thin Lizzy would
say, "The boys are back in town." They first emerged
from Canada's wheat fields in the 1960s to rock the
teens of the day. And nearly three decades later, the
aging rockers Guess Who did their best Eagles imitation
and got back together for a cross-country reunion tour.
The band brought us such classic rock tunes as
"American Woman." (CP/Fred Greenslade)

Duets. Which awards get front
place on the mantel when a couple
has two stars? That's the enviable
domestic dilemma for Faith Hill and
Tim McGraw. Hill won three
Grammys, including country album
of the year, for her disc Breathe.
Earlier in the year, she and McGraw,
a country music star in his own
right, were crowned female and
male vocalist of the year, respectively, at the Country Music Awards.

Slim and shady. Will the real Slim Shady please stand
up? Is he the homophobic and misogynist rapper who
hates his wife and resents society? Or is he the downtrodden white rapper from Detroit who is simply
misunderstood? We may never know the real answer,
but Marshall Mathers, also known as Eminem, definitely
lit a fire this year with the controversial lyrics on songs
such as "Stan" and "Kim" on his second album The
Marshall Mathers LP. The controversy dogged him all
the way to the Grammys in Los Angeles where, while
gay protesters chanted outside, Mathers performed
inside with homosexual icon Elton John, hugging him

(AP/Mark J. Terrill)

above.

(AP/Kework Djansezian}

She's gonna fly away. Whoa Nellie, indeed! It was a
strong year for women Canuck musicians. Chief among
them: Nelly Furtado. The Portuguese-Canadian singersongwriter from Victoria, B.C. released her debut album
Whoa, Nelly!, featuring a refreshing first single "Like a
Bird." Furtado took home four Junos at this year's
awards, including best new solo artist. (MAciEAN's/PeterBregg)

It's their Destiny. How does Destiny's Child get down
like that? "Independent Woman (Pt. 1)," their blockbuster single from the Charlie's Angels soundtrack,
lasted months in the top 10 of popular radio and music
video charts. The song was released in the midst of a
Destiny's Child frenzy caused by the girl group's most
recent album The Writing's on the Wall, despite the
rotating roster of vocalists. (AP-Tina Fine berg)

Lifestyles

How much is that cloggy in the browser window? It's
no shock to discover that Internet use is up among all
people, with teens leading the way. In Canada, 85 per
cent are wired. Most frequent usages include instant
messaging, doing homework and reading gossip on
favourite celebrities. Still, industry forecasts of online
shopping may have to be amended downward from the
expected $4 trillion in global transactions by 2003. A
recent study found that, while many teens like to window
shop online, only a quarter actually make purchases.
(AP/Stuart Ramson)

Sweat it out. Stop packing in those nasty, fatty snacks.
That's just one message fitness educators have been
trying to feed today's youth. It seems the fitness bug
that bit people in their parents' generation, like Tammy
Corkum of Halifax (above), hasn't filtered down to
today's kids. More video games, less physical education
classes, and a host of other factors mean young people
are less active—and more out of shape than ever. A
number of new advertising campaigns are aimed at
making teens physically—and mentally—fitter and to
stave off an obesity epidemic. (MACLEAN'S/ Oan Callis)

Sit. Stay. Roll over. It whines when it's sad and barks
when it's happy. It also sits, sings, even dances on tiptoes. It's Poo-chi—and when its sensors detect another
Poo-chi nearby, they "talk" to one another. The robot
dog, one of a pack of "Mini-me" versions, set children's
Christmas lists afire. The marvels of technology.
(AP/tlsuo Inouye)

Snow's up. Hang 10, baby! Er, rather, you're dialed-in. That's snowboard speak for a move
tuned to perfection on the slopes. The sport is picking up steam faster than a boarder on a
90-degree incline. And the X-Games are the Olympics of the sport with events such as the
snowboard cross where five participants race down a course, hitting jumps and turns, all the
while trying not to slam into one another. You say you're already tired of the snowboarding?
Then try the snowdeck: a snowboard without bindings topped by a skateboard without wheels.
(CP/Jacques Boissinot)

Game on. It was elbow-knocking time at the electronics store to purchase PlayStation 2. Kids,
both young and old, clamoured for the PS2—the most-anticipated video game system ever—and
the scarcity of the $450 units meant month or more-long waiting lists. Sony's bid to win a larger
piece of the $30 billion global gaming market may have worked. Three months after the launch of
the PS2, rival Sega said it would no longer build consoles, but focus instead on developing
games for other systems like Nintendo's GameCube and, yes, the PS2. (CP/Ryan Remiorz)

Television

Jennifer and Brad. The heartthrob
\ marries hot stuff. Film actor
Brad Pitt sealed the deal with
Friends star Jennifer Aniston in a
secluded Malibu, Calif, ceremony
last summer. Many fans, both
men and women, shed a few
tears over these two no-longereligible beauties. Pitt's recent
comment that he isn't ready for
kids notwithstanding, the couple
will no doubt have beautiful
Children. (AP/MichaelCaulfield)

Tom and Drew. The former bad
girl of the acting world has said
"yes" to Canadian comic grosseout king Tom Green. Plans to
wed during a Saturday Night Live
broadcast were nixed after
Barrymore said an on-air
wedding wouldn't be appropriate.
But the limelight didn't stop her
from casting her new beau as
her romantic lead in the year's
blockbuster comedy Charlie's
Angels. The pair spent their
Christmas holidays at Green's
home near Ottawa.

(AP/Kevork Djansezian)

You're not the boss of me, now. Quite possibly the
most innovative laugh-out-loud sitcom to hit the
small screen in years, Malcolm in the Middle is the
story of a genius middle child, played by Frankie
Muniz, living in a less than tranquil suburban
family setting. Fox TV gave the nod recently for a
big-screen adaptation of the popular series.

Teens rule. Teens love soapy dramas. At least that's
the message that comes from watching television.
The void opened by the exit of Fox's 90210 and
Party of Five was quickly filled with Popular, Grosse
Pointe, and Gilmore Girls, (above), competing with
the Dawson-Joey-Pacey love triangle on Dawson's
Creek. Despite a devoted fan base, Roswell, the
show about alienated youth—literally—wavers in its
battle against sci-fi soap rivals Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and it's spin-off Angel, and continues an onagain, off-again relationship with the WB.

More than one survivor. Do you have what it takes
to survive? CBS went into overdrive to produce
Survivor 2: The Australian Outback after a ratings
bonanza the first time around. The original gave
new defintion to friendship and made "You are off
the island" part of our every day lexicon. It also
spawned a host of reality TV programs including
Big Brother, The Mole, Making of the Band, and
Canada's Popstars. But the most controversial
Surivor offspring was Temptation Island. Viewers,
especially teens, tuned-in in droves to watch
whether couples would cheat on their significant
others with one of 26 eligible and attractive men
and women trained in the art of seduction. In the
end, the remaining couples stayed together.

Who says history is dull? It was one of the most
ambitious projects ever undertaken by Canada's
public broadcaster, but the gamble paid off in kudos
and viewers. CBC brought the $25 million, 30-hour,
commercial-free Canadian history lesson into living
rooms across the nation thanks to the efforts of 15
directors, seven camera crews, 240 actors and hundreds more re-enactors. The series was the brainchild of well-known producer, Polish immigrant Mark
Starowicz, who came here at the age of 7. eanB
(J

Saying adieu. Edmonton-born Michael J . Fox bowed
out of his role on Spin City, which provided him
with his fourth Emmy, (left), because of the onset
of Parkinson's disease. The 39-year-old actor made
his big break as Alex P. Keaton on TV's Family Ties
in the 1980s before moving into film and his most
recent character on Spin City. After revealing his
disease, which affects the nervous system, he
joined a long list of celebrities who have used their
fame for good causes and launched the Michael J .
Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research. (AP/Fteed Saxon)

Stop! Go! Yield! Steven
Soderbergh's Traffic shed light
on one of America's most searing
domestic battles, the seemingly
fruitless war on drugs. The film
earned four Oscars at the March
ceremonies, including best director for Soderbergh, who also
directed Erin Brockovich.

Are you scared yet? The surprise
comedy hit of the year, Scary
Movie, (above), brought to us
by three of the Wayans brothers,
skewered the popular Scream
and / Know What You Did...
series. And there's plenty of
material left for a sequel, considering this year's crop of scary
films: Dracula 2000, Valentine,
Hannibal, and the re-release of
The Exorcist.

"We aren't what you think we
are." Marvel Comics's misunderstood mutant heroes hit the big
screen—finally!—in X-Men,
Bryan Singer's feature-length
romp through New York state.
The team trash evil mutants and
the Empire State building in the
process. With standout performances by Anna Paquin (Rogue),
Hugh Jackman (Wolverine),
(above), and Patrick Stewart
(Professor X), a sequel won't be
far behind.

Live by the sword, die by the sword. Question: who wants to see a movie about Roman gladiators?
Answer: everyone. Gladiator was the runaway box office hit and the biggest Oscar winner this year with five
awards including, best picture. Hunk Cameron Crowe won best actor for his portrayal of the faithful husband
who avenges the death of his wife, fighting soldiers, slaves and tigers in the ancient Roman Coliseum.

Tom solo. Tom Hanks scored another hit with Cast
Away. The story—a concept Hanks has nurtured for
more than a decade—asks the questions: What
happens when a FedEx courier plane crashes in the
middle of the ocean? What if one survivor made it
to a deserted island and lived there for years without contact with other humans? His performance
earned yet another Oscar nomination.

Third time's the charm. America's sweetheart, Julia
Roberts, took home the Best Actress Oscar for her
performance as the courageous title character in
Erin Brockovich at the 73rd Academy Awards. This
was the third Oscar nomination for Roberts, 33, who
made a splash with Richard Gere in 1990's Pretty
Woman. Earlier in the year, she won a Golden Globe
for her portrayal of the flashy woman who, without
legal training, spearheaded one of the largest classaction awards in legal history. (AP/Reed Saxon)
Bring it on! Cheerleaders were given props in a
couple of films devoted to the ever-happy pep
squads around the continent (it's a sport, ya know!).
Kirsten Dunst cheered for gold in Bring It On while
Mena Suvari and her perma-smile troop try to help
out a friend in need in Sugar and Spice, (left).

Ever so nutty. From the "Whatever happened to" file. Eddie Murphy
tries to reshape his image and put his foul-mouth days behind him
(good-bye Raw, Beverly Hills Cop, and 48 Hrs.) with a strong sequel
to his first family-oriented comedy, Nutty Professor, with the better
quality The Klumps. The second time around, Murphy plays eight roles
including professor Sherman Klump who is getting married. But his
evil alter ego, Buddy Love, is back to throw a wrench into plans and
hilarity ensues.

Good morning, Angels. The classic 70s TV show hit the big screen
to much audience love. After nearly half a decade in development and
a long and tortured process that saw several screenwriters, rebelling
actors and new producers, Charlie's Angels finally arrived on the big
screen in a campy romp as Natalie (Cameron Diaz), Dylan (Drew
Barrymore), and Alex (Lucy Liu) solved the kidnapping of a computer
programmer and beat the villains with the help of some "Matrix"styled special effects. Bill Murray, as Bosley, is flanked by the
Angels (above).

Asian invasion. It's a genre film with style. Chinese audiences may have seen the likes of it before and
been put off by the Mandarin accents of Chow Yun-Fat and Michelle Yeoh, fighting above. But director Ang
Lee's Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon caught on like wildfire this side of the Pacific. The 46-year-old director of the 1997 hit The Ice Storm likened his kung-fu movie to a character-driven period piece rather than
a contemporary action thriller. Crouching Tiger won four Oscars including best foreign film.

Less than perfect. Sometimes artistic license can get you into trouble.
Family members of Frank William Tyne, the man who piloted the
Andrea Gail fishing vessel on its ill-fated voyage which was the basis
for the best-seller and movie The Perfect Storm, sued Warner Brothers
for their depiction of the captain. The movie, based on actual events,
follows the fishermen in their last hours as the boat is caught in a
sudden storm and lost in the North Atlantic. It stars heart throbs
George Clooney as Tyne, (above), and Mark Wahlberg. The suit alleged
Tyne was portrayed as reckless.

You can't fight the moonlight.
In Coyote Ugly, a young aspiring
songwriter heads to New York
City to pursue her dreams. But
reality rears its head, and she
takes up a job in the city's hottest
bar, Coyote Ugly. The film stars
up-and-coming actresses Piper
Perabo, Maria Bello, Melanie
Lynskey, Izabella Miko, and
supermodel Tyra Banks. If you
can believe it, the movie is based
on an actual bar.
Throwing in the
towel. Heartbreak
in Hollywood. One
of tinsel town's
most attractive
couples, Tom
Cruise and Nicole
Kidman, are calling it quits after
just over a decade
together. The pair,
who have two
adopted children,
met on the set of
Days of Thunder.
A press release
cited "difficulties
inherent in divergent careers" as
their reason for
breaking up.
(AP/Michel Euler)

Sports

Tragic legacy. NASCAR legend
Dale Earnhardt Sr. died at the
Daytona 500 this year after the
49-year-old's stock car slammed
into the wall at 290 kph. The
accident happened during the
final lap of the race as Earnhardt
tried to protect the lead held by a
teammate, half a mile from the
finish line. Fans flocked to the
Florida funeral from around the
world to pay tribute to the driver
known at The Intimidator.
(AP/Paul Kizzle)

Golden glory. He won it for his
96-year-old grandmother—and
Canada. Simon Whitfield, 25,
captured hearts across the country
when his triathlon victory in the
first week of the Sydney Games last
summer gave Canada our first gold
medal. The Kingston, Ont. native,
who is involved in kids water polo,
was also honoured as Canada's
flag-bearer in the closing ceremonies. (AP/Robert F. Bukaty)

Green with envy. How do you know you've made it as a golfer? When you
start beating the game's top players, you know you're well on your way.
That's just what Canadian Mike Weir managed when he took home a cool
$1 million (U.S.) at the American Express Championships in Spain, his second tour victory, beating the likes of Tiger Woods, Lee Westwood, Nick
Price, and Vijay Singh. Weir is clearly one to watch. (AP/Rich Pedroncelli)
Ladies first. Welcome to the big
leagues. Canadian Queen of the
greens Lorie Kane, 36, won her
first tournament last year after five
otherwise successful years on the
LPGA tour. The ever-smiling
Charlottetown, P.E.I, native, one of
the most popular golfers on the
ladies' golf circuit, followed up that
victory in St. Louis with three more
in 2000, topping $2 million (U.S.)
in career earnings. (AP/crmsPutnam)

THE 2000 CHAMPIONS

Rocket Richard. They called him
The Rocket. The goal scoring
hockey legend Maurice Richard,
78, who led his beloved Les
Canadiens to eight Stanley Cups,
passed away after a three-year
battle with abdominal cancer.
People came from across the
country to visit his casket, lining
up for hours to see the former
Montreal Canadiens winger. A
player among players, Richard
held 19 NHL records, and his
feat of 50 goals in 50 games has
only been broken by Wayne
Gretzky.

(CP/Ryan Remiorz)

But are there benefits? It was the
most bucks ever shelled out for a
baseball player. The Texas Rangers
signed free-agent Alex Rodriguez,
who had been playing for the Seattle
Mariners, to a 10-year contract
worth $252 million (U.S.) The deal
makes the All-Star shortstop, who
batted .321 with 41 home runs and
132 runs batted in last year, the
highest-paid athlete in sports
history. So is he worth the cost?
Team owners say ticket sales are
UP 150 per Cent. (AP/ElaineThompson)

STANLEY CUP

NEW JERSEY DEVILS OVER DALLAS STARS

GREY CUP

B.C. LIONS BEAT MONTREAL AL0UETTES

SUPER BOWL

BALTIMORE RAVENS DESTROY NEW YORK GIANTS

4-2 SERIES
28-26
34-7

PGA (TOP MONEY)

TIGER WOODS

$ 9.2 MILLION (U.S.)

LPGA (TOP MONEY)

KARRIE WEBB

$1.9 MILLION (U.S.)

NBA

L A. LAKERS OVER INDIANA PACERS

4-2 SERIES

WORLD SERIES

NEW YORK YANKEES DEFEAT NEW YORK METS

4-1 SERIES

EURO 2000

FRANCE OVER ITALY

2-1

2001 MEN'S JR. CURLING

CANADA OVER DENMARK

7-6

2001 WOMEN'S JR. CURLING CANADA DEFEATS SWEDEN

6-4

Take the No. 7 train. It was a wild series. And not just
because it was the first time in 44 years that New York
played New York in the World Series. The last time, the
Yankees won against the then Brooklyn Dodgers, and
they won again last year, defeating the New York Mets
in five games. It was the Yankees third straight victory
and their shortstop, Derek Jeter, was named the Series
Most Valuable Player. (AP/Ron Frehm)

Ain't no American pigskin. Canadians play their own
brand of football. It's fast and furious and just as exciting as the American version. This year's face-off for the
CFL's Grey Cup between the B.C. Lions and the Montreal
Alouettes was no exception. The Lions took it 28-26.
Quarterback Damon Allen, (left), and kicker Lui
Passaglia savour the victory after winning the Cup.
(CP/Frank Gunn)

Super Mario. He's no super hero. But Mario Lemieux's talent on ice might be just what the game
needs to raise the excitement level in the NHL. The six-time scoring champion and Hall of Famer
made a dramatic return to the game from a more than two season retirement caused by chronic
back problems. Lemieux, now 35, suited up again for the Penguins—the team he owns—just
before New Year's and promptly scored a goal in his first game. His play has turned around his
team's fortunes both on and off the ice. (AP/Keith Srakocic)
A Canadian moment. It took an
athlete who had defected from
Nigeria, and now sporting the
Canadian jersey, to instill a nation
with Olympic pride. Daniel I gal i
took the gold in freestyle wrestling
on the last day of the Sydney
Games, and then paid tribute to his
adopted country by kissing and
wrapping himself with the Maple
Leaf flag. I gal i defected during the
'94 Commonwealth Games in
Victoria, B.C., placing 11th in that
competition. Here he wrestles
Emzar Bedineishvili of Georgia.
(CP/Mike Ridewood)

Last days of football. Wrestling kingpin Vince
McMahon took his special brand of sports marketing
to a new playfield. The week following the NFL
Superbowl, McMahon introduced the world to his
own version of football, the XFL—Xtreme Football
League. The game features more cheerleader routines;
more cameras on the field, above it and in the
dressing rooms; while mikes at field level pick up
player grunts and the sound of bone-smashing tackles.
But after initial excellent ratings, TV audience levels
rapidly petered out.

(AP/Paul Sakuma)

Outbreak. Farmers across Europe—and the world—were on high alert. A
breakout of foot-and-mouth disease—a virus which affects cattle, pigs, and
sheep, but not humans—that began in England spooked European farmers
and world trading partners. Thousands of animals were slaughtered in Britain,
as were British-imported livestock in France, Germany, Spain, and Holland.
The latest European disaster came as much of the livestock industry was still
struggling to recover from the mad-cow epidemic of the 1990s. (AP/A!astair Grant)
Ground control to Major Tom. Mark Garneau must be mastering the
space walk by now. The 51-year-old astronaut went up in his third trip in
December aboard the shuttle Endeavour, as part of a five-member
international crew. Their mission this time around: to deliver, install and
activate power-generating solar panel towers on the International Space
Station. "I was worried about screwing up, and my hand was shaking a
little bit," Garneau confessed about how he felt during his extraterrestial

Venture.

(AP/ChrisO'NIeara)

Designer genes. The genetics quest is moving along fast and furious.
The race to crack the human genome hit the finish line after two competing
groups, one headed by a happy J. Craig Venter, president of Celera
Genomics, (above), independently announced it had laid out the 30,000
genes in our DNA—only a third more than round worms. Their analysis
also reveals that there is only a 0.01 per cent gene difference among
individual humans—a variation of 300,000 letters in the human sequence
of three billion. Meanwhile, U.S. and Italian researchers announced joint
plans to clone a human. (AP/Ron Edmonds)
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Monkey see... A breakthrough in
gene research. After many failed
attempts, scientists in Oregon
created the first genetically altered
primate in ANDi, a name derived
from the shortened "inserted DNA."
The green fluorescent protein gene
from a jellyfish was successfully
inserted in the monkey's DNA prior
to fertilization. But ANDi doesn't
glow; the gene is dormant in the
primate, forcing researchers back
to the lab in their efforts to create
designer animals.

But will you e-mail me in the
morning? A harmless prank or
a vicious cyber attack? When a
computer virus crippled e-mail
systems around the globe, the
vulnerable underbelly of the brave
new technological world was laid
bare. It took authorities several
days to track the menace to a
computer student in the
Philippines. Onel de Guzman, 24,
said the virus—named for its
"ILOVEYOU" subject line—was a
school project and might have
accidentally been released onto the
Internet. It was estimated the "Love
Bug" caused $15 billion worth of
damage worldwide. (AP/Ed Wray)

(AP/Oregon Regional Primate Research Center)

Maclean's, Canada's Weekly Newsmagazine with 1.7 million readers every week, is a tremendous resource for students and their families. From national and international
news, to science and technology, to health and education, business, entertainment and more, Maclean's covers what matters to Canadians quickly, reliably, intelligently,
and with a Canadian perspective.
In addition to the magazine, Maclean's publishes the annual Guide to Canadian Universities and Canadian Colleges and offers a comprehensive In-Class program for
educators and their students. For more information about Maclean's, call 1-800-Macleans (1-800-622-5326) or visit us on the Internet at www.macleans.ca.
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